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FROM THE PUBLISHER

top travel tips
Preparations make airline trips smoother.

We’re well into summer now. Even if you aren’t someone like me who travels all year round, 
you’ll probably be going somewhere yet this summer. Since I’ve been doing this stuff for 
37 years and been practically everywhere (even Beirut and back in 60 hours), here are some 
travel pointers that I hope you’ll find helpful:

Keep your toiletry bag packed and ready to go. I never understood why anyone who 
travels doesn’t do this. You are just a lot less likely to ever forget anything if you do. Keep 
your prescriptions in there, too, and periodically check your inventory of everything that 
goes in the bag. If you check your luggage on a flight, pull your toiletry bag out and put it in 
your computer bag. That way you can always brush your teeth and have your prescriptions 
in case your checked bag gets lost. 

Leave early for the airport! Anything that can go wrong will, so give yourself all of the time you can. And in the (frequent) case that something does 
happen with your flight, you will have a better chance of finding another way to get where you are trying to go than the other people who aren’t there. 

Bring extra phone chargers and extension cords. They get lost; they break. Don’t be stuck unable to charge. Also, buy a large separate battery.            
I paid $50 for a good one and it can charge my phone a couple times over. Never leave home without it!

Bring snacks/gum/Advil. If you get hangry, have something to eat. If you get stink breath, have something to chew. If you get a headache, take the 
Advil.

Leave shirts on hangers. I just roll them up and they usually look pretty good — far better than folded shirts that always show signs of folding. And 
if you do get wrinkles, hang your garment on the hook on the back of the bathroom door, turn on a hot shower, and close the door. That will steam out 
practically anything.

Print boarding passes for outbound flights. Even if you use an app, your phone could break or the app could malfunction at a bad time. 

Always carry on your luggage. Never check a bag unless you absolutely have to. Ditto for gate check. Bags get lost. Gate check can hold you up, too, 
and on a tight connection that five- to seven-minute delay could cause you to miss your connecting flight.

Get a duffle bag or soft bag versus one on wheels. You can always wad it up and jam it anywhere, including under the seat in front of you. You can’t 
do that when it has wheels. 

Get an aisle seat so you aren’t trapped and can’t get to the bathroom. If possible, get an emergency exit row seat with more legroom — poor man’s 
first class. Never take a bulkhead seat because you won’t have anywhere within reach to stow personal items (i.e., computer, bag/purse/briefcase).

Buy a monthly subscription to GoGo inflight internet if you travel a lot. It costs about $50 a month for unlimited internet if you buy a subscription. 
That could be made back on your first day of flying in the month, depending on where you are going. 

Enjoy the August issue of Civil + Structural Engineer — it’s a good one! And safe travels wherever you go!
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C+S ENGINEER ONLINE

Project Profitability: 
Managing the design process
By Howard Birnberg, Association for Project Managers

The goals and priorities of owners and designers are often at odds. Owners 
seek a physical solution to a need. This solution should be functional, 
cost-effective, and reasonably attractive if possible. Designers may 
wish to express their own creativity and to impose their (they believe) 
superior design sense on clients. Engineers often push the envelope of 
new technologies and products, leaving clients to wonder what future 
problems they will inherit from these innovations. In other cases, 
engineers are left to solve the problem of determining how to construct 
designers’ concepts.

A good designer is one who can come up with a creative, attractive, 
functional design within the program, schedule, design fee, and 
construction budget. This is not as unrealistic as it may seem. Project 
managers can effectively manage the design process. This begins with the 
recognition of what drives designers. 

In general, the design process can be divided into four parts:
• Information gathering — Gather as much information as possible given the 

available time and resources.
• Analysis — Examine the collected data for relevance and accuracy.
• Execution — Prepare design(s) and documents.
• Feedback — The entire team must be responsive and react quickly to activity 

on the construction site.

Engineering design is typically a great deal more technically focused 
than architectural design. While the architect designs the space layout 
and aesthetics, the engineers make it work.

Every project begins with an idea or need. It is up to the members 
of the design team to convert these needs into a building, road, dam, 
water treatment plant, or other facility. The team needs to work together 
effectively with a minimum of friction and a maximum of communication. 
It is up to project managers in every organization involved in the project 
to ensure successful fulfillment of an owner’s need.

Read the entire article at http://tinyurl.com/projectprofit-aug17.

Civil + Structural Engineer provides news and articles online to 
supplement content in this print issue. 

Visit csengineermag.com daily for the latest news and check out the 
following articles posted online with the August 2017 issue: BENTLEY® 
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©
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© Integrity Software, Inc. Bentley is a registered trademark of Bentley Systems, Incorporated

NEW!
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of all Autodesk® Subscriptions!
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I have previously written about the significant impact various mentors have had on my career. Whether or not your 
firm offers formal support or even a formal mentoring program, you should aggressively seek this type of relationship. 
The benefits that a mentor or mentors can have on your career can be profound. As you seek this arrangement, a basic 
understanding of mentoring, the most common structures, and its origin can be helpful. 

Mentoring is typically a partnership between a more experienced person and someone new to a role or simply someone 
in a junior role, although mentoring can happen throughout a person’s career all the way to the end. The person being 
mentored is often called a mentee. The mentor teaches, counsels, and provides psychological support and motivation 
for their mentee. They are usually outside the mentee’s chain of command.

Many mentoring relationships are informal arrangements between two people with no support from or responsibility to 
anyone else. Structured or formal mentoring occurs when organizations initiate and support the mentoring processes. 
The traditional mentoring model has been hierarchical and one to one, but new models are emerging such as peer 
mentoring and mentor hubs.

The concept of mentoring is timeless. The term “mentor” came from The Odyssey, written by the Greek poet Homer. 
Odysseus entrusted Mentor with the instruction and guidance of his son, Telemachus, while Odysseus was away 
during the Trojan War. Mentoring is as relevant now as in Homer’s time. As a personal and professional development 
strategy it is again being recognized.

Mentees increase the likelihood of success and promotion within the organization as a result of the targeted support that 
they receive in their developmental activities. They improve their skills and knowledge; increase their understanding 
of the organization; develop a sense of perspective; and gain access to the mentor’s professional network to some 
degree. It is important to recognize that many mentors do not look at mentoring as a job or as a burden, but rather a 
wonderful opportunity to share their life’s work with someone who can benefit. This is why mentees should not be 
shy to seek out mentors. 

If your organization lacks a program, suggest that one gets developed and implemented, even offering to participate in 
that process. If you cannot get traction, do not let that stop you from pursuing the rich benefits of having a mentor. Go 
out and make it happen on your own. Find a mentor yourself. Mentoring can put your career on a whole new trajectory.

 CHAD CLINEHENS, P.E., is Zweig Group’s president and CEO. Contact him at cclinehens@zweiggroup.com.

Mentoring
Put your career on a whole new trajectory.

engineering our future
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Finley Engineering Group hired Sara C. Diaz, P.E., as bridge designer 
II. She has five years of experience in design and construction of com-
plex structural systems and will be the project engineer for the new 
Pensacola Bay Bridge. 

Joseph Viciere, P.E., BCEE, joined McKim & Creed, Inc.’s Tampa, 
Fla., office as the Southeast regional technical director. He has 36 years 
of experience in the water and wastewater industry.

Cardno promoted Vincennes LaVallette to Orlando/Altamonte 
Springs, Fla., branch manager. She has more than 30 years of experi-
ence in utility coordination for mega design-build projects. Jason Lan-
caster, PWS, CEP, joined Cardno as a program manager in the firm’s 
Atlanta office. As a permitting specialist with more than 20 years of 
professional experience, he has developed multiple studies on upland, 
wetland, riverine, and other aquatic systems. Darren Bishop, PWS, 
joined Cardno as a senior consultant in Tampa, Fla. He has more than 
15 years of experience on complex, multi-year projects.

Howard Lyons, P.E., is a new practice leader of Transportation 
Construction Services in the Austin, Texas, office of Pape-Dawson 
Engineers, Inc. He has 26 years of engineering experience in the trans-
portation engineering industry.

Skanska promoted Greg Zwiep, P.E., to vice president of operations, 
where he will continue his focus on the Los Angeles County Metro-
politan Transportation Authority’s Regional Connector Transit Project. 
Zwiep has 20 years of engineering, design, and construction manage-
ment experience.

Elise MacPherson, PMP, was promoted to associate in Dewberry’s 
Tampa, Fla., office. She has more than 20 years of experience in the 
geospatial industry, specializing in LiDAR, photogrammetry, and other 
remote sensing projects. Kevin Wood, P.E., was promoted to vice 
president in the firm’s Fairfax, Va., office. As a water and wastewater 
engineer with more than 33 years of experience, Wood is responsible 
for overall project delivery for water services projects throughout the 
mid-Atlantic region. Beth Smyre, P.E., was promoted to associate in 
Dewberry’s Raleigh, N.C., office. As a senior planner and coastal en-
gineer, Smyre is responsible for overseeing impact analyses, environ-
mental document preparation, and public outreach efforts for Southeast 

transportation projects. Scott Bleeker, PLS, CFM, was promoted 
to associate in the firm’s Bloomfield, N.J., office. He has more than 
25 years of experience in the surveying industry. Stephanie Routh, 
CFM, was promoted to associate in the firm’s Dallas office. Routh is 
responsible for managing Dewberry’s projects for FEMA in Regions 
IX and VI and working with local communities in the western U.S. 
Timothy Shea, P.E., joined Dewberry’s Fairfax, Va., office as a market 
segment leader for water/wastewater services. He has more than 45 
years of experience in water/wastewater management and environmen-
tal engineering in the U.S. and internationally.

Jon Amdur joined Kleinfelder as vice president/senior technical man-
ager. He will be based out of the firm’s Oakland, Calif., office and be 
responsible for helping to expand Kleinfelder’s sediment remediation 
and dredging practice.

H. Daniel Cessna, P.E., joined Michael Baker International as se-
nior vice president and Pennsylvania Headquarters regional director. 
He will oversee all engineering, business, marketing, and financial 
operations related to the firm’s Allentown, Fort Washington, Harris-
burg, Middletown, Moon Township, and Philadelphia offices. Also 
at Michael Baker, Jeff Clevenger, P.E., was promoted to senior vice 
president and National Practice lead, Design-Build. Based in the firm’s 
Denver office, he brings more than 30 years of experience in design-
build delivery, construction management, planning, and design.

Wiss, Janney, Elstner Associates announced that building science ana-
lytics expert Manfred Kehrer joined the company as a senior associ-
ate. He worked for more than 20 years at Fraunhofer IBP, Germany, in 
the area of hygrothermal performance of building enclosures.

David C. DiGioia, P.E., is the new office lead for the McMahon As-
sociates, Inc.’s Pittsburgh office. He has nearly a quarter century of 
experience in a full range of traffic engineering services.

Ronald Creswell joined Urban Engineers as a rail and transit systems 
manager. He most recently served as a business center discipline lead 
at a firm in Walnut Creek, Calif. His hiring coincides with the opening 
of Urban’s San Jose, Calif., office.

Trae Borden, P.E., joined Thomas & Hutton as a Natural Gas project 
manager. He has nine years of experience in project management, 
design, bid document preparation, permitting, and construction phase 
services with natural gas projects for public and private clients.
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Awards, promotions, and new hires
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events

Formed in 1928, the Water Environment Federation (WEF) held its first 
annual meeting and technical conference in Chicago. Now celebrating 
its 90th year, WEF’s Annual Technical Exhibition and Conference — 
WEFTEC 2017, billed as the largest annual water quality conference 
and exhibition in the world — returns to Chicago, Sept. 30 through 
Oct. 4.

Educational offerings include 138 technical sessions, 27 workshops, 
and 13 mobile sessions covering the entire water industry. The WEFTEC 
2017 exhibition features more than 900 companies showcasing the lat-
est in water quality research technology and services. WEFTEC at-
tendees can earn as many as 1.2 Continuing Education Units (CEUs) 
and 16.5 Professional Development Hours (PDHs), or a maximum of 
36 Contact Hours.

WEFTEC 2017 technical programming and events focus on the fol-
lowing water sector areas:
• Collection systems — Management, operations, and maintenance, 

infrastructure, overflow reduction, wet weather planning, watershed 
approaches, and regulations.

• Energy conservation and management — Resource recovery, combined 
heat and power, and biogas optimization.

• Nutrient removal and recovery — Watershed- and facility-level issues, 
facility design, process control, operations, research, shortcut nitrogen 
removal, carbon management, ultra-low phosphorus removal, nutrient 
recovery and reuse, and modeling.

• Plant design, operations, and treatment — Innovations, technologies, 
processes design, and proven solutions in water and wastewater treat-
ment including nutrient removal and odor control.

• Regulations — Capacity, management, operation, and maintenance/
Sanitary sewer overflow (CMOM/SSO) rules, Total Maximum Daily Load 
(TMDL)/watershed rules, nutrient trading, and National Pollutant Dis-
charge Elimination System (NPDES) Phase II.

• Research — Leading-edge process applications in water and wastewa-
ter treatment and recent developments.

• Residuals and biosolids — Energy production, disposal, reuse through 
land application, research, regulations, politics, and public perception.

• Stormwater — Treatment, green infrastructure, wet weather manage-
ment, modeling, policies, regulations, research, and operations and 
maintenance (see Stormwater Congress below).

• Utility management — Asset management and financial planning for 

infrastructure, technology, regulatory compliance, workforce issues, 
and security including environmental management systems.

• Water reuse/recycling — Research, regulations, emerging technologies, 
and proven processes.

• Water quality and watershed management — Stormwater, wet weather, 
surface water, groundwater, and watershed issues including integrated 
management.

WEF’s Innovation Pavilion in the exhibition hall highlights promis-
ing technology businesses in the water industry. The pavilion features 
early- and growth-stage companies in industrial and municipal markets 
selected by BlueTech Research and Imagine H2O. Also highlighted 
are new technologies from more established companies, including the 
WEF Innovative Technology Award winners.

In addition to technical sessions, featured speakers during WEFTEC 
include Krishna Pagilla, Ph.D., P.E., BCEE, University of Nevada, 
Reno, who will discuss “Recycled Water Use for Potable and Non-
Potable Purposes in both Water-Rich and Water-Deficit Regions;” 
Nancy G. Love, Ph.D., P.E., BCEE, University of Michigan, who will 
deliver the 21st annual Association of Environmental Engineering and 
Science Professors (AEESP)/WEF Master Lecture; and Bill Cooper, 
professor in the Department of Civil and Environmental Engineering at 
the University of California, Irvine, who will keynote the AEESP/WEF 
Scientists’ Luncheon. In addition, George Hawkins, CEO and general 
manager of DC Water, will speak during the WEFTEC 2017 Collection 
Systems Luncheon.

Seven facility tours in the Chicago area are offered during WEFTEC 
2017:
• Stickney Water Reclamation Plant, featuring nutrient recovery technol-

ogy*;
• Collection systems tour: McCook Reservoir*;
• Kenosha Water Utility’s energy-optimized resource recovery project;
• Plant Chicago — A circular economy in action;
• Exploring green infrastructure installations and maintenance practices 

in the Chicago region;
• Woodridge-Greene Valley Wastewater Plant, featuring nutrient recovery 

technology; and
• Terrence J. O’Brien Water Reclamation Plant, featuring algae research 

facility*.

WEFTEC and 
Stormwater Congress
For its 90th anniversary, the annual water quality conference 
and exhibition returns to Chicago.
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Each tour requires an extra fee, preregistration, and in some cases (*), 
security clearance. Visit www.weftec.org/facility-tours for detailed tour 
descriptions and requirements. 

Stormwater Congress
The Stormwater Congress, held in conjunction with WEFTEC 2017, 
includes 15 technical sessions and workshops on climate resilience and 
flooding, Municipal Separate Storm Sewer System (MS4) strategies and 
innovations, best management practices (BMP) research and practices, 
real-time control for stormwater, permeable pavement, performance 
monitoring, and preconstruction stormwater pollution prevention plan 
(SWPPP) planning.

A Stormwater Pavilion within the exhibition includes exhibitors and a 
theater designed exclusively for stormwater programming. A Stormwa-
ter Congress luncheon includes awards, networking time, and a keynote 
presentation by Christine Zimmer, senior manager of Water and Cli-
mate Change Science for Credit Valley Conservation in Mississauga, 
Ontario, Canada.
 
More information about WEFTEC and the Stormwater Congress, in-
cluding a digital conference brochure, is available at www.weftec.org.  

EVENTS

august  2017

ASCE Pipelines Conference
Aug. 6-9 — Phoenix
Interdisciplinary education, keynote speakers, tours, and short courses 
cover state-of-the-art engineering technologies for pipeline and utilities 
infrastructure.
www.pipelinesconference.org 

Groundwater Solutions Conference
Aug. 8-9 — Arlington, Va.
National Ground Water Association symposium to identify solutions 
to large dilute groundwater plumes, emerging contaminants in 
groundwater, and other constituents that affect drinking water supplies.
www.ngwa.org/solutions 

Bluebeam eXtreme Conference
Aug. 14-16 — Los Angeles
Bluebeam Revu software user conference that includes training, 
industry panels, case study presentations, peer learning, keynotes, guest 
speakers, and networking opportunities.
http://bluebeamextreme.com 

Excellence in Project Management
Aug. 16 — Detroit
Nov. 29 — Charleston, S.C.
Tutorial and case study workshop sessions present critical areas every 
project manager should know from the perspective of architecture, 
engineering, and environmental consulting firms.
http://zweiggroup.com/seminars/excellence-in-project-management 

New York City Bridge Conference
Aug. 21-22 — New York
Organized by the Bridge Engineering Association, the 9th conference 
features renowned bridge engineers from all over the world.
www.bridgeengineer.org

International Conference on Highway Pavements & Airfield Technology
Aug. 27-30 — Philadelphia
Under the theme “Sustainable Pavements and Safe Airports,” the 
conference will cover state-of-the-art and state-of-practice areas of 
innovation, improved durability, cost-effective and more sustainable 
pavements, and safety technologies to ensure safe and efficient airport 
operations.
www.pavementsconference.org 

StormCon
Aug. 27-31 — Bellevue, Wash.
Claimed to be the world’s largest stormwater pollution prevention 
conference and trade show, the event features BMPs, low-impact 
development, program management, construction-site runoff, green 
infrastructure, monitoring, and research.
www.stormcon.com 

SSI: Stabilize, Support and Improve
Aug. 28-30 — Washington, D.C.
Deep Foundations Institute technical seminar on effective application of 
deep foundations, ground improvement, and soil mixing for stabilization 
of slopes and excavation support.
www.dfi.org/SSI2017

SEPTEMBER  2017

InterDrone
Sept. 6-8 — Las Vegas
UAV conference featuring more than 120 panels, sessions, classes, 
and drone workshops and an exhibition with more than 185 unmanned 
system manufacturers and sellers. 
www.interdrone.com 
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32nd Annual WateReuse Symposium
Sept. 10-13 — Phoenix
What’s working, what’s new, and what’s next in water reuse policy, 
operations, technology, and public perception, featuring more than 100 
presentations, panel discussions, and workshops.
https://watereuse.org/news-events/conferences/annual-watereuse-
symposium

Hot Firm and A/E Industry Awards Conference
Sept. 21-22 — Seattle
Comprehensive business conference for leaders and aspiring leaders of 
AEC firms in the U.S. Conference agenda includes topics on technology, 
leadership challenges, business planning, marketing methods, recruiting 
and retention, and growth strategies.
http://hotfirm.com 

Rebuilding and Retrofitting the Transportation Infrastructure
Sept. 26-27 — Washington, D.C.
Conference highlights best practices and breakthrough ideas for 
transportation infrastructure concepts, designs, and materials, disruption 
management, intergovernmental actions and policies, decision making, 
and asset management.
https://www.transportation.gov/utc/utc-spotlight-conference

OCTOBER  2017

The Year in Infrastructure Conference
Oct. 10-12 — Singapore
Bentley Systems’ annual forum addressing current priorities and 
opportunities impacting the infrastructure industry. Includes a 
technology update, six industry-focused forums, an Alliance Partner 
Pavilion, and the Be Inspired Awards ceremony. 
www.bentley.com/en/yii/home 

meeting of the minds 2017
Oct. 23-25 — cleveland
Tools and best practices working for city leaders across the globe, 
including smart cities, IoT, mobility, climate and resiliency, clean urban 
water and energy, infrastructure, and more.
http://cityminded.org/events/motm2017 

Commercial UAV Expo Americas
Oct. 24-25 — Las Vegas
Unmanned aerial systems selection and integration; developing 
enterprise workflows, guidelines, and policies; data management and 
integration; and legal, safety, and regulatory considerations.
www.expouav.com

DFI 42nd Annual Conference
Oct. 24-27 — New Orleans
The conference features technical presentations focusing on deep 
foundations and ground improvement, and associated risks and 
mitigation practices.
www.deepfoundations2017.org 
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management files

I joined my first A/E marketing group in 1984. Since then, I have worked 
with principals and senior technical staff on more than 1,200 proposals. 
Many of those principals and senior technical staff felt they should 
manage because they had the highest title on the proposal team. They 
would not have allowed a senior biologist to manage the design of a 
complex bridge or a multi-level urban freeway, but they were perfectly 
happy to have a person with little marketing experience manage a criti-
cal proposal.

Marketers trained and experienced in managing proposals offer sig-
nificant benefits compared with principals and senior technical staff 
operating in those roles. For example:

1. They are available every day, in the office, at their desks, for the tasks 
that need doing.

2. They have time to manage proposals.
3. They manage them more efficiently because proposals are their major 

work task.
4. They are more conversant with the details of what information is needed 

and from whom because of their greater experience with proposals.
5. They are more effective at setting and meeting the internal deadlines that 

lead to a finished product on time because of their deep understanding 
of the proposal process.

6. They have established relationships with marketing people at other prime 
or sub firms. 

7. Their time is less expensive than that of a principal or senior technical 
person.

Addressing the seven issues
Availability — Firm principals tend to travel a lot; they are not always 
available in person or by phone when decisions or clarifications are 
needed. A dedicated proposal manager is pretty much always there and 
available, sometimes seven days a week.

Time — Because proposals are one of the highest priorities for dedi-
cated marketing staff, they have the time to devote to proposals without 
being constantly pushed for billable hours.

Efficient management — Since proposals are the main task of a dedi-
cated proposal manager, he/she generally has more and wider experi-
ence managing proposals, including tested and tweaked processes for 
every stage of the pursuit.

Managing the details — One of the first tasks in developing a proposal 
is determining what information is needed from subconsultants and 
obtaining it. The dedicated proposal manager probably has a “welcome 
to the team — here is the information I need” email template, which 
can go to subconsultants as soon as he/she gets contact information. 
An experienced proposal manager knows how to keep all the pieces 
moving and coming together in a document with sufficient time left for 
the kind of review that can result in inclusion on the owner’s short list.

My usual information request to subconsultants includes a JPG file of 
their logo, a 15- to 20-line description of the firm, a list of the technical 
people who will actually do the work, resumes for those people, two or 
three relevant projects with images, a listing of other relevant projects 
(without descriptions or images), a list of projects performed with my 
firm, a list of projects performed for the owner being pursued, and a 
two- or three-paragraph write-up of their approach to completing their 
technical assignment(s). I also indicate that the information can come 
to me in pieces; they don’t need to wait until everything is assembled 
or created to send their information to me.

In my experience, whenever the principal tells me that he/she already 
requested information from subconsultants, the request only included 
half of these items and didn’t include a deadline.

Scheduling — The typical proposal has a lot of moving parts to juggle, 
with a lot of people writing text and designing graphics for the docu-
ment. Some of those draft sections have to be completed before others 
can be started. Marketing people have significant experience creating 
marketing documents (rather than technical documents), so they have 
a better feel for how long things take to write or draw, and a better feel 
for who responds quickly and who should probably not be assigned to 
the proposal team.

dedicated proposal managers
marketers trained and experienced in managing proposals offer significant benefits.

By Bernie Siben, CPSM
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For example, my own assignments included an 11-day schedule for a 
full-service A/E proposal that included 15 subconsultant firms, two of 
whose owners were traveling outside the country.

Established relationships — We all know the value of established 
relationships. Marketers have relationships — sometimes very strong 
relationships — with marketers at other firms. These relationships 
result in better information, delivered more quickly, in the format re-
quested or using the template provided. This eliminates time otherwise 
spent re-keyboarding or formatting information.

Time expense — Frankly, a marketer’s time costs less per hour than 
that of a principal or senior technical staff member. I don’t want some-
one earning $75 or more per hour wasting time calling subconsultant 
marketing people to talk about fonts, formats, or whether a JPG or a 
PDF file of their logo will work better.

In addition, I want as much of the document as possible to be created 
by the lower-priced marketing staff, minimizing the amount of time 
technical professionals have to take from billable work. This keeps the 
technical professionals, their project managers, their administrative 
supervisors, and the firm’s owners happy.

I worked for one major national A/E firm for six years, and proposals 
were the bulk of my work. On one assignment, just as we were begin-
ning to write, I went to the principal’s office to get clarification on 
some issues. I found him at his desk with a yellow legal pad and three 
previous proposals spread out in front of him. He was copying from the 
three previous proposals, one sentence at a time, for the “firm introduc-
tion” section. His point was to make it look to whomever typed the 
information that he had written the section himself. I thought to myself, 
“Who cares?”

So I walked around his desk, took the pad from under his arm, and 
said, “This is much better done at my salary than at yours. Just copy 
the pages, mark and number the sentences you want to use, and go back 
to billable work.” 

He looked at me for a moment and then said something like, “You’re 
right. I never thought about that, but I guess I’m just wasting profits, so 
this time is coming right out of my pocket.”

It’s funny how firm principals “get it” much more quickly when you 
explain things in terms of the bottom line!

In another engagement, we acquired a small municipal engineering 
firm whose major owner was close to retirement. While working on 
a proposal for the expansion of a small city’s water system, he men-
tioned that he hated writing proposals. I said, “I’ll make you a deal, 
Bill. If you don’t try to write any proposals yourself, I won’t design any 
municipal wastewater systems.” He shook my hand and said, “Deal.”

In a later engagement — a multi-office, full-service A/E firm — our 
municipal engineering group had a hit rate of about 30 percent. Our 
planning and environmental group had a hit rate in excess of 60 per-
cent. The municipal engineering manager asked one of our marketers 

why the other group had a hit rate that was double his. She responded, 
“Because they follow our marketing procedures, tell us what they 
need, and get out of our way so we can do our job. And they respond to 
our information requests quickly. Your folks insist on being in charge 
despite having no training, and often no experience, on the market-
ing side.” That engineer accepted her answer but unfortunately didn’t 
change any of his or his staff’s behaviors, so their hit rate remained 
around 30 percent.

Marketing training
Few university marketing departments in this country teach profes-
sional services marketing. In fact, most of them never use the phrase 
and don’t seem to see the marketing of bridge design as being sig-
nificantly different from selling T-shirts or vitamin supplements on 
the internet. Most A/E marketers learn from online and in-person 
workshops, seminars, and classes offered by the Society for Marketing 
Professional Services (SMPS; www.smps.org) or the Association of 
Proposal Management Professionals (APMP; www.apmp.org), both of 
which offer certification programs and online bookstores. In addition, 
private entities such as the Zweig Group (www.zweiggroup.com) and 
others offer training and publications. And, of course, on-the-job train-
ing is the standard for A/E marketers.

So while there is not yet a university degree in professional services 
marketing, or even a major within a general marketing degree, by the 
time most marketers have obtained sufficient experience to be assigned 
as proposal managers, they have received the training and obtained the 
experience necessary to produce documents that will compete success-
fully and result in new work for an employer.

It should be immediately obvious that such a person has a much better 
chance of managing successful proposals than a technical person who 
wants to bury his or her head in the details and never have to talk to 
anyone except other technical professionals.

As for the person who has the highest title, it should be obvious that 
the position in the firm’s hierarchy or the size of one’s paycheck is not 
always a good indication of competence in any area other than that 
person’s specific area of practice. The assignment of managing A/E 
proposals should go to the person with the most knowledge of and 
experience in marketing. A technical person is much better suited, and 
probably much more comfortable, in the role of “technical champion,” 
responsible for the proposal’s project understanding and approach, the 
scope of services, the schedule, and the budget sections. The overall 
management assignment should go to the person with the best under-
standing of marketing and proposals, and that is generally a senior 
member of the marketing staff.

BERNIE SIBEN, CPSM, is owner and principal consultant at The Siben Consult, 
LLC, an independent A/E marketing and strategic consulting firm located in 
Austin, Texas. Contact him at siben@sibenconsult.com or at 559-901-9596.
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According to research from a University of Illinois expert who stud-
ies identity and meaning in occupations and organizations, a purposeful 
increase of female representation in the managerial ranks of the male-

Increased female representation in the managerial ranks of engineering 
organizations may add another layer of sex segregation on top of the one it’s 

intended to mitigate, according to a new paper from University of Illinois labor 
professor M. Teresa Cardador. Photo: L. Brian Stauffer

good intentions 
gone awry

an increased number of female engineers in managerial 
roles bringS unintended consequences.

By Phil Ciciora

Zweig Group announces 2017 Marketing Excellence Awards  
Zweig Group, publisher of Civil + Structural Engineer, announced the winners of the 2017 Market-
ing Excellence Awards, recognizing outstanding and effective marketing in the architecture, engineer-
ing, planning, and environmental consulting industry. Awards were given in eight categories.

Following are the top winners in each category:
• Website — DAVIS Construction
• Special event — BHC Rhodes
• Social media — Westwood Professional Services
• Proposal presentation — WGI
• Internal marketing — Pond and Co.
• Integrated marketing — WGI
• Holiday — EAPC
• External newsletter — LJA

The complete list of winners is available at http://hotfirm.com/our-awards/marketing-excellence-awards/zweig-
group-2017-marketing-exellence-award-list-consulting-firms. 

The winners will be celebrated at the 2017 Hot Firm and A/E Industry Awards Conference in Seattle, Sept. 21-22, 
with marketing awards given during a luncheon ceremony on Sept. 22. More information about the Hot Firm & A/E 
Industry Awards Conference is available at www.hotfirm.com.

management files
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dominated profession of engineering may foster some unintended 
consequences, and may even add another layer of sex segregation on 
top of the one it’s meant to mitigate.

Engineering remains one of the most sex-segregated occupations in 
the U.S., with women representing about 15 percent of the overall en-
gineering workforce and as little as 8 percent in specialized fields such 
as mechanical engineering. To account for such disparity, engineering 
organizations have actively sought to promote women — so much so 
that female engineers are now in managerial roles in numbers dispro-
portionate to their overall representation as employees.

But according to a new paper from M. Teresa Cardador, Ph.D., a pro-
fessor of labor and employment relations at Illinois, engineering firms 
may have well-meaning intentions regarding the promotion of female 
engineers, but moving them into managerial roles may foster a form of 
“intraoccupational segregation” that appears to have unintended nega-
tive consequences.

Published in the journal Organization Science, the paper sheds light 
on how and why sex segregation persists despite women’s increased 
representation in managerial and leadership ranks of engineering firms.

“There are typically two career paths in engineering organizations — 
technical or managerial,” Cardador said. “So you can look at it in two 
ways: Either women are more likely to move into managerial roles in 
engineering firms, or they’re less likely to stay in technical roles. There 
are many men who pursue the managerial path as well, and women are 
still underrepresented at the highest managerial levels of an organiza-
tion. But the number of female engineers who choose or are ushered 
into the managerial career path is disproportionate to those who choose 
the technical path.”

The paper’s analysis of interviews with more than 60 engineers sug-
gests that an inverted role hierarchy in engineering — that is, valuing 
technical roles over managerial roles — may explain these gendered 
career patterns and their unintended consequences.

“In business, the highest-status positions tend to be managerial. But 
in engineering, technical ability is revered while management is what 
you do if you have good organizational and communication skills,” 
she said.

Subsequently, management is less associated with having “technical 
chops,” Cardador said. “Women are stereotyped as having less tech-
nical competence in engineering, which perhaps explains why men 
are much more likely to remain on the technical side and women are 
tracked into the management side.” 

Although women’s increased access to managerial positions in male-
dominated occupations should represent an important step in address-
ing sex segregation by helping more women to stay in engineering, it 
may actually run counter to the retention benefits that organizations are 
trying to achieve, Cardador said.

“Companies are legitimately struggling with this problem of attracting 

and then retaining women in the engineering field, and are making a 
concerted effort to correct this imbalance,” Cardador said. “But in their 
zeal to attract and retain female engineers, they may be overcorrect-
ing and thereby undermining what they’re trying to achieve. It’s good 
intentions gone awry.”

The negative consequences for women include fostering reduced iden-
tification with engineering as an occupation; reinforcing stereotypes 
about women’s suitability for technical work; and increasing work-life 
balance tensions, according to the paper.

“From an identity perspective, some women reported that taking the 
managerial path allowed them to experience perceptions of enhanced 
role fit — the sense that they enjoyed and were well-suited for their 
work role,” Cardador said. “But on the negative side, women on the 
managerial path described feeling mixed identification with engineer-
ing — that is, they didn’t consider themselves or feel that they were 
considered by others as ‘real engineers’ once they went over to the 
management side.”

Having women in managerial roles also tends to validate the idea that 
women have “soft skills” like the ability to socialize and communicate 
with co-workers but lack the technical capability to be in a highly spe-
cialized role, Cardador said.

“Female engineers also encounter more subtle forms of discrimina-
tion in the forms of task-assigning,” she said. “If you’re a woman and 
you’re in a project meeting, you’re often the one who gets tasked with 
taking notes or managing follow-up communication, simply because 
you’re seen as more organizationally and socially adroit than your 
male engineer counterparts.”

Women also typically have more responsibility for child care outside 
of work, “and my research shows that managerial roles create more 
work-life tension because they may not have as much flexibility as 
technical roles,” she said.

“All of these things combined — the reduced identification with the 
profession, the persistent validation of stereotypes, and then these 
work-life balance issues — have the potential to increase a woman’s 
chances of leaving the profession, which may ultimately make the goal 
of retaining female engineers in engineering firms more tenuous.”

A dearth of female engineers not only poses a problem for equal op-
portunity and gender equality issues, but also creates problems of “a 
diversity of ideas and creativity within organizations and the occupa-
tion itself,” Cardador said.

Cardador’s paper — “Promoted up but also out? The unintended 
consequences of increasing women’s representation in managerial 
roles in engineering” — is available at http://pubsonline.informs.org/
doi/10.1287/orsc.2017.1132. 

PHIL CICIORA is a business and law editor at University of Illinois. This article is 
reprinted with permission from University of Illinois Research News.   

http://pubsonline.informs.org/doi/10.1287/orsc.2017.1132
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A roundup of civil and 
structural engineering firm 

successes.
By Bob Drake

project 
awards 

and 
wins

Highlighting their significant design and project management capa-
bilities, civil and structural engineering firms recently announced the 
following recognition awards received for projects completed or under 
construction and contract wins for projects in design or preliminary 
design stages.

Project awards
The Federal Highway Administration (FHWA) recognized two HDR 
projects with biennial Environmental Excellence Awards. Each award 
recognizes a project that strengthens transportation networks while 
demonstrating outstanding environmental stewardship. The I-70 
Mountain Corridor Eastbound Peak Period Shoulder Lane in Colo-
rado winds through the eastern Rocky Mountains. I-70 experienced 
debilitating congestion during weekend peak periods in Clear Creek 
County, Colo.; at times, traffic moved slower than 4 mph as visitors left 
recreational areas to return to the Denver metro.

The Colorado Department of Transportation’s solution involved re-
purposing the eastbound shoulder as a peak period managed toll lane, 

negating the need to widen the roadway in an already tight corridor 
— and without impacting historic properties and wetlands nearby. The 
new lane uses dynamic toll pricing; tolls fall to encourage drivers to 
use the lane and rise as it nears capacity. HDR led design and environ-
mental documentation for this 13-mile roadway improvement project, 
which has reduced peak-period travel time between 26 and 52 percent.

The U.S. 26 Outer Powell Transportation Safety Project runs through 
one of the most diverse, lower-income areas of East Portland, Ore. Its 
lack of contiguous sidewalks, bike lanes, and turning lanes make trav-
eling the corridor hazardous for pedestrians, cyclists, and road users. 

HDR is leading final design and public involvement for the 4-mile-
long safety improvement project. To involve the multilingual popula-

Following extensive public outreach by Latitude 33 Planning and Engineering and 
Tucker Sadler Architects, the City of San Diego Planning Commission approved a 

mixed-use project consisting of two buildings with eight and nine stories of 
residential homes, more than two stories of parking, and six shopkeeper units.

HDR led design and environmental documentation for a 13-mile roadway 
improvement project that repurposed a shoulder as a peak period managed toll lane.

management files
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tion surrounding the corridor, outreach materials are being translated 
into Cantonese, Russian, Spanish, and Vietnamese. Using faith-based 
outreach, paid community organizers, translated corridor walks, and 
community-sponsored events, Oregon Department of Transportation 
is moving a highway project forward while establishing strong com-
munity relationships and goodwill.

When complete, the project will introduce turning lanes, buffered bike 
lanes, ADA-compliant sidewalks, green infrastructure for stormwater 
capture, and improved channelization, illumination, and signalization. 
Construction of the first mile of the project is scheduled to start in 2018 
and to take about two years to complete.

A pair of accelerated bridge construction projects in Dodge County, 
Wis., received a 2016 Public Works Project of the Year Award from the 
Wisconsin Chapter of the American Public Works Association (APWA). 
R.A. Smith National provided construction services for replacement of 
Dodge County bridges on County KW and County S, which were at 
the ends of their useful lives. Dodge County implemented geosynthetic 
reinforced soil-integrated bridge system (GRS-IBS) technology from 
the Every Day Counts initiative set forth by the FHWA. At the time 
of these bridge replacements, only one other bridge in Wisconsin had 
been constructed using GRS-IBS technology.

Oldcastle Precast’s Skilton Road Bridge Rehabilitation and Inter-
state-10 Tex Wash Bridge Emergency Replacement Projects received 
Precast/Prestressed Concrete Institute (PCI) 2016 Design Excellence 
Awards. Skilton Road Bridge, a one-lane, dry stone masonry arch 
bridge originally built in 1865, required special consideration to pre-
serve the historic nature of the bridge, increase the width to accom-
modate two traffic lanes, and add a sidewalk on one side of the bridge. 

Designers considered several solutions to rehabilitate the structure and 
ultimately decided to install a new superstructure consisting of precast, 

prestressed concrete slabs that would bear the load of the new road 
structure, thus preserving and protecting the entire historic structure 
below. The precast concrete slabs were cast while demolition and con-
struction of new beam seats were being completed, which shortened 
the project timeline and minimized disruption. It also reduced the time 
needed to detour traffic around the construction site, and eliminated the 
need for scaffolding and formwork. 

The precast concrete slabs were prestressed to resist the required con-
struction loads and to carry the required in-place design loads. The 
slabs were installed transverse to the roadway, extending out about 5 
feet beyond the existing stone masonry walls. Installation of the slabs 
took just one day.

The precast-prestressed concrete slabs forming the superstructure were 
designed, engineered, and manufactured at Oldcastle Precast’s Re-
hoboth, Mass. facility; engineer of record was VB Technologies Corp. 
and the engineer for the project was Tata and Howard.

Project wins
Spear Street Capital commissioned SmithGroupJJR to design a new 
145,500-square-foot, three-story, Class A speculative office building 
in Sunnyvale, Calif. The development will be constructed on a 4.3-
acre greenfield site close to Caltrain’s Sunnyvale station. According 
to SmithGroupJJR lead designer David King, the building’s most 
significant design feature is the custom 2,000-square-foot, laminated 
glass artwork that will span the building’s east façade. Commissioned 
from artist Stephen Galloway, known for his large-scale public works, 
the artwork reflects the site’s history as an orchard. Inside, the design 
continues with floor-to-floor windows and industrial elements that of-
fer an open, modern warehouse feel.

SmithGroupJJR designed the facility to have a strong visual connec-
tion to the surrounding community. It is one of the first new buildings 

R.A. Smith National provided construction services for replacement of two Dodge County, Wis., bridges using 
geosynthetic reinforced soil-integrated bridge system technology.
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to comply with the Peery Park Specific Plan, which calls for updated 
design and planning standards for redevelopment encouraging Class A 
office and density.

Slated for completion in the fall of 2018, the new office building is 
targeting LEED-NC Platinum certification. Sustainable design features 
include energy efficient building systems, architectural solar shading, 
water conserving fixtures, and outdoor amenities that include public 
open space and green screen cladding on the parking garage. 

Latitude 33 Planning and Engineering and Tucker Sadler Architects 
announced that a mixed-use project received approval from the City 
of San Diego Planning Commission. As a testament to the extensive 
public outreach completed by the development team, which began in 
August 2015 and included dozens of community meetings, no appeals 
were filed within the subsequent appeal period. 

The project will be located on a 5.43-acre site, directly across from 
Fashion Valley Mall and the Fashion Valley Transit Center. The 319-
unit project will consist of two buildings with eight and nine stories of 
residential homes, more than two stories of parking, and six shopkeeper 
units. The project is designed to achieve LEED Silver certification.

The District Department of Transportation selected CH2M as its con-
sultant for design-build replacement of the H Street Bridge, spanning 
24 rail tracks at Union Station, Washington, D.C. Originally con-
structed in 1977, the current structure — often called the Hopscotch 
Bridge — comprises a three-block-long stretch of roadway over the 
Union Station Rail Yard. Reconstruction of this bridge will enable $5 
billion of private and public investment, including extension of the DC 
Streetcar, development of Burnham Place, and expansion of Union 
Station. The collective projects will enhance Union Station as a major 
transportation hub and captures the value of one of the largest develop-
able properties in the D.C. metropolitan region.

CH2M will provide preliminary engineering, design-build RFP de-
velopment, financial and transactional advice, strategic policy and 
procurement, risk management, economic analysis, and life-cycle 
modeling. 

Dewberry was selected to collect, process, and assess airborne topo-
graphic LiDAR data for Hillsborough County, Fla., covering approxi-
mately 1,200 square miles within the Southwest Florida Water Man-
agement District. Dewberry performed airborne topographic LiDAR 
mapping for this project in early 2017 using the new, fully integrated 
and calibrated Dual Channel Airborne Mapping System Riegl VQ-
1560i sensor. The VQ-1560i’s laser pulse repetition rate provides more 
than 1.3 million measurements per second on the ground and offers 
data acquisition at a wide range of point densities. Data were acquired 
at an average of 24 points per square meter at an altitude of 4,300 feet 
above ground level with 60 percent overlap.

The firm will deliver point cloud LiDAR data with classified ground, 
building rooftops, and all overpasses and bridges; a hydrologically 
enforced digital terrain model; 3D breaklines; and all associated meta-
data.

Arcadis U.S., Inc. contracted with the State of Louisiana’s Department 
of Transportation and Development (DOTD) to provide technical sup-
port services and facilitate planning activities related to connected and 
autonomous vehicles and their impact on highway infrastructure. The 
purpose of the project is to keep Louisiana DOTD up to date on indus-
try trends while preparing Louisiana for the future of transportation.
 
The multi-year, $2 million contract includes developing a strategic 
implementation plan for connected and autonomous vehicle imple-
mentation with the Louisiana DOTD and performing intelligent trans-
portation systems architectures and system engineering analysis for 
connected and autonomous vehicles. The contract also covers provid-
ing similar services for transportation data mining and dissemination, 
electronic toll collection systems, advanced traveler information sys-
tems, and advanced transportation management systems.
 
As part of the project, Arcadis will analyze emerging technologies in 
roadway infrastructure. For instance, cars, trucks, and tractor trailers 
are expected to be manufactured with new connected technologies that 
allow them to instantaneously “talk” to one another as well as commu-
nicate with roadway infrastructure to alert drivers quickly to upcoming 
traffic hazards. 

SmithGroupJJR designed a 145,500-square-foot, three-story, Class A speculative 
office building in Sunnyvale, Calif., featuring a custom 2,000-square-foot, 
laminated glass artwork that will span the building’s east façade. 

The District Department of Transportation selected CH2M as its consultant for design-
build replacement of the H Street Bridge, spanning 24 rail tracks 

at Union Station, Washington, D.C.
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Transport Scotland is upgrading 177 kilometers of the A9 from single 
to dual carriageway by 2025. As part of this GBP 3 billion project, 
the CH2M Fairhurst Joint Venture (CFJV) is designing and supervis-
ing construction of the 43 kilometer section between Glengarry and 
Dalraddy. The upgrade will facilitate safe travel, enhance the road’s 
performance, and support economic growth. A foremost challenge for 
CFJV was addressing stakeholder concerns about the project’s visual 
and environmental impacts.

CFJV used Bentley’s reality modeling technology to create 3D visual-
izations, fly-through videos, and interactive models that explained the 
design scheme and presented accurate views of proposed roads and 
bridges at specific locations. Based on actual geometry, topography, 
and imagery, the models’ authenticity reassured stakeholders and ad-
dressed misunderstandings around design options. The reality models 
also helped the CFJV team develop detailed schemes that fit into the 
landscape and adapted to physical constraints.

Reality modeling demonstrated how the road design fit into the moun-
tain landscape of Cairngorms National Park and other sensitive areas. 
Bentley LumenRT halved the time required to create the interactive 3D 
models, which were superior to visualizations rendered as movies. The 
models were essential tools for optimizing the design to blend into the 
surroundings and minimize long-term impacts. Upon completion, du-
alling the A9 will shorten journey times, reduce accidents, and improve 
access to public transport.

Software
ProjectWise supported the BIM approach to the A9 Dualling Program 
by providing a connected data environment, cross-discipline infor-
mation sharing, and integrated workflows. Multiple disciplines used 
MXROAD models to “optioneer” solutions for sensitive sites. Fully 
interactive live cubes were created in Bentley LumenRT based on 
actual design models from a single data source. High-resolution 3D 
reality meshes created in ContextCapture allowed the team to visualize 
the terrain, reducing the number of site visits.

Compared with traditional methods for creating visualizations, using 
Bentley LumenRT reduced costs by shortening the time spent on the 
task. CFJV created an interactive 3D model of an 11-kilometer sec-
tion with four junction options and seven mainline options in just one 
and a half months — a process that previously would have taken three 
months and only produced a non-interactive movie.

Bentley LumenRT live cubes engaged stakeholders and helped them 
understand the differences between the design options presented by 
the CFJV team.

“From the experience of our A9 Dualling team, we are in no doubt 
that the use of Bentley’s LumenRT/ContextCapture 3D visualization 
models has been a tremendous step forward in communications and 
stakeholder engagement,” said Neil Stewart, contract manager, A9 
Glengarry to Dalraddy, CH2M Fairhurst Joint Venture. “We believe 
these models will become the norm for major projects in the future.”

The CH2M Fairhurst Joint Venture project was a 2016 Be Inspired 
Finalist for Innovation in Reality Modeling.

roadway reality
CH2M Fairhurst Joint Venture engages stakeholders 

using interactive 3D reality models.

software + TECH Channel Sponsor: Bentley Systems Inc. | www.bentley.com

Information provided by Bentley Systems, Inc. (www.bentley.com). 

Image taken in LumenRT live cube with DRMB Stage 2 mainline and junction design option.
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Picture the scene: You put on a virtual reality (VR) headset to find 
a bird’s eye view of your institution. All of your assets are here. It’s 
a perfect simulation — a perfect 3D model of your buildings, struc-
tures, underground infrastructure, and landscape. An exact model you 
can virtually wander through, swooping around the intricate web of 
your facility’s infrastructure, efficiently able to discern which systems 
need maintenance, which are fully functioning, and which might be 
in danger of failing. This isn’t science fiction; it is the very real and 
contemporary potential of living data.

Now picture another scene (a scene we all dread): Catastrophic failure 
has just occurred in your heat and water systems. Where’s the point 
of failure and what was the cause? Do we own those utilities or does 
the city? Classes are canceled, doctors can’t treat patients, research is 
stalled, and, worst of all, there’s nothing in the budget to address the 
issue. This is another nonfictional scenario. It’s happening to facilities 
nationwide and will occur more frequently in the future. Aging infra-
structure and a “run-to-fail” philosophy are a scourge in the U.S., but 
there are clear steps to beat it back.

The American Society Civil Engineers (ASCE) has given national 
infrastructure a failing grade — the glass isn’t even half full. We can’t 

get ahead of the issue with a “what you don’t know, won’t hurt you” 
approach. We need to get proactive. We need to incorporate all our 
information into one “living” database. And the best news is, there are 
clear ways to get started. 

Develop a centralized hub
The first steps include collection, extraction, and integration of all 
available as-built drawings (paper, CAD, and PDF) and existing GIS 
layers to develop a centralized, living database. What do we mean by 
living data? Often, information is collected, stored, and used with a 
single purpose in mind, but the living database would incorporate all 
available information into one centralized hub where data could be ex-
tracted, parsed, and utilized with multiple end purposes in mind. Future 
surveys, locations, renovation upgrades, and service life estimations 
could all be incorporated into this database, providing new opportuni-
ties to evaluate past problems and predict future outcomes.

The potential of this database is boundless. A living database provides 
accurate data for use with master planning, life-cycle projection, and 
capital planning/budgeting. It can integrate smoothly with other asset 
management tools, and it’s scalable. 

Asset management may be a scary term for some. It stirs visions of old 
schematics piled to the ceiling, endless setbacks, infinite committees, 
and internal friction — a bureaucratic nightmare, hard to sell, with 
little perceived return on investment. But when it comes to getting an 
accurate understanding of the state of your infrastructure, it can be 
as straightforward as integrating existing data into one database and 
creating a clear strategy for how to expand that database in the future. 
When approached thoughtfully, it can be an incredibly cost-effective 
solution. After this integration and strategy phase, take small steps in 
the right direction to achieve an institution’s goals. 

Know your assets: 
Resisting ‘run-to-fail’

Incorporate infrastructure information into a centralized 
‘living’ database to manage critical assets.

By Larry Romine, P.E., PMP and Scott Smiley, P.E.

A living database incorporates all available information into one centralized hub 
where data can be extracted, parsed, and utilized with multiple end purposes in mind.
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Map critical systems first
An organization with limited resources could begin by mapping only 
a few critical utility systems on selected campuses or areas and at-
tribute them with the data available. Expanding the model to include 
additional utility systems, attributes, and/or campuses could occur as 
funding and manpower resources become available or as risk profiles 
mature. Over time, an institution could map and attribute all utility 
systems — serving all buildings on all campuses as one program. This 
model pulls all the disparate information into one model — allowing 
for regular updates as new assets are added to the system — creating a 
model that changes with the needs of the institution as it grows.    
 
Louisiana State University’s (LSU) Facility Services has already begun 
the process — working with Atkins to review and verify all available 
data sources and create a new GIS model. This model aids survey teams 
with field investigations, is used in day-to-day operations and mainte-
nance, and serves as a decision-making tool on infrastructure improve-
ments for future growth consistent with the campus master plan.

Atkins also helped the Utah State Building Board go beyond the initial 
utility inventory and GIS mapping to do a comprehensive cost and 
service life estimation. From this living data in the GIS model, we 
have created a summary report of the quantities and cost data, sorted 
by institution and year of replacement. The model indicates the optimal 
replacement of any element, incrementally within the next two-year 
and 10-year periods, for each facility to minimize the run-to-fail sce-
nario. Faithful & Gould, Atkins’ sister company, compiled and input 
the product data into the state’s capital planning software solution, 
enabling agencies to see a holistic view of the capital needs (both the 
building and utility infrastructure assets), and to develop a strategic 
replacement plan based on criticality.  

Integrate systems for a complete data solution
The primary software solution used for both the LSU and Utah State 
Building Board projects was Esri ArcGIS. Using the GIS model as a 
foundation, collection of additional data for these organizations will 
feed subsequent analysis, allowing for iterative scenario analyses that 
can assist leadership in decision-making throughout the planning pro-
cess. 

Capacity studies in campus expansion or addition planning could uti-
lize these asset management models. Onsite repair crews could access 
detailed tablet-accessible (or VR) utility maps. Maintenance crews 
could coordinate workflow through the GIS. Institutions could analyze 
space management, parking, and pavement conditions. And finally, 
emergency services can protect their people with immediate access to 
accurate utility system information.

Neither LSU nor the Utah State Building Board asked for building data 
to be included in the utility models. However, as site infrastructure is 
mapped, it could be expanded using the data from building informa-
tion modeling (BIM) and displayed using GIS. The integration of these 
two systems would provide a complete management solution — incor-
porating the ease of use of GIS mapping and the robust information 
included in BIM for planning and maintenance.

Add the potential for multiple dimension visualization and you can 
literally turn the model in your hand; all data is accessed instantly by 
just reaching out and touching the asset in question. This new potential 
provides illuminated master planning — eliminating the headaches and 
uncertainty — allowing managers to assess all the data in near-real 
time. 

These are all exciting options, but it’s important to remember that these 
possibilities are scalable and can be tailored to fit a budget, bringing to 
light real action items from a mire of unknowns at an affordable cost. 
It begs the question: Can you afford not to know? 

Ignorance is bliss until the bill comes due. A run-to-fail approach costs 
big money in the long run and creates much larger potential disruptions 
to your campus. It’s time to get proactive about your current infrastruc-
ture, and a living database is a good place to start. Ultimately what you 
don’t know will hurt you.

LARRY ROMINE, P.E., PMP, is a technical director within Atkins’ Asset Management 
division. He has more than 40 years of experience in asset management, fire 
protection, and life safety engineering, and more than 35 years of experience 
in project and program management. SCOTT SMILEY, P.E., is a division manager 
within Atkins’ Public and Private business unit. He has 41 years of experience 
in project development, civil engineering design, and project management of 
various types of projects, including water, wastewater, drainage, detention, 
water quality, environmental controls, and paving facilities. 

Implementing a living data solution

Here's how to get started:

• Decide what utility systems to include, taking risk 
and resources into consideration.

• Gather available data (e.g., paper, CAD, GIS, Civil 
3D).

• Identify latest versions of data available.
• Enter utility element location data (i.e., digitize 

data/electronic transfer to GIS).
• Add inventory attribution to the utility elements — 

compile and enter text data.
• Determine estimated useful life.
• Calculate remaining useful life.
• Estimate replacement cost in present value dollars.
• Prepare a capital replacement plan from the data.
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SCIA released SCIA Engineer 17, specifically designed to help structural 
engineers boost productivity by enabling them to work faster, with more 
precision and transparency in their day-to-day work, the company said. 
The new version of the structural analysis and design software com-
bines the latest technologies to power the software with a large number 
of functionalities and major workflow improvements in the areas of 
concrete, steel, composite, BIM, load generators, and overall usability. 
Additionally, SCIA Engineer 17 is the first version incorporating the 
top three enhancements collectively selected by SCIA customers.

“Structural engineers are under a constant pressure to deliver great and 

safe results of structural work in the least amount of time possible. This 
often requires tackling many priorities while being under a lot of stress. 
We focused this release on relieving some of that pressure and giving 
structural engineers the tool that truly helps them in their day-to-day 
work,” said Hilde Sevens, CEO at SCIA.

“Boosted productivity, speed, transparency, precision, and economical 
design — that is what SCIA Engineer 17 stands for,” said Cyril Heck, 
chief product and marketing officer at SCIA. “We deliver increased 
speed through both full support of multi-processing in our Eurocodes 
design and optimization of the workflows. For example, we cut the 

CH2M launched its Flood Cloud service in June, allowing users of 
Flood Modeller and integrated software, TUFLOW, to seamlessly 
undertake flood risk modeling in the cloud for the first time. CH2M’s 
Flood Cloud is powered by Parallel Works and runs on Amazon Web 
Services to provide the on-demand computational resource required to 
deliver quicker results and improved flooding information. It helps to 
provide more scenarios to enable smarter flood management decisions 
and improved confidence in model results.

Parallel Works is a next-generation technical computing platform for 
engineers and scientists to scale simulation and modeling workflows 
across high-performance computing systems in the cloud. The Parallel 
Works cloud platform enables domain experts across diverse industries 

to execute sophisticated parallel simulation studies without the com-
plexities of cloud management or parallel programming.

According to CH2M, the new Flood Cloud service allows users to:
• enhance flood models;
• run more scenarios to enable better flood management decisions;
• improve the understanding of confidence in model results; and
• access superior modeling power to help beat project deadlines.

“We’re proud to provide our 25,000 users across the globe access to 
an on-demand, cloud-based resource that will deliver the step change 
needed for better information on flooding,” said CH2M Technical Di-
rector for Flood Modeller Suite Jon Wicks, Ph.D.

Flood Cloud will enable users to run Flood Modeller Pro 1D, 2D, and 
1D-2D linked models, as well as Flood Modeller (1D)-TUFLOW (2D) 
linked models. It will also be able to run TUFLOW-only models in the 
near future.

Information provided by CH2M (www.floodmodeller.com/en-us).

improved 
simulations

CH2M releases cloud-based flood modeling service.

SCIA Engineer 17 provides fast and reliable calculation of code-dependent 
deflections in beams and slabs simultaneously.

structural 
analysis and design

SCIA Engineer 17 combines technologies to improve workflow.
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number of steps needed to calculate long-term deflections from eight to 
four, saving many unnecessary clicks. In addition, the total calculation 
of long-term deflections is now 4.3 times faster than in the previous ver-
sion. In steel design, we implemented the SEMI-COMP+ research for 
more economical design, saving up to 15 percent of material in slender 
sections. And those are only a few examples of what SCIA Engineer 
users can look forward to.”

The new functionalities and tools in SCIA Engineer 17 include the fol-
lowing.

Concrete design:
• practical, fast, and transparent design workflows for 1D and 2D ele-

ments;
• design and check of punching shear reinforcement for slabs and founda-

tions according to the safety concept of the Eurocode EN 1992-1-1;
• fast and reliable calculation of code-dependent deflections in beams and 

slabs simultaneously;
• implemented national annexes for Norway, Sweden, Denmark, Italy, 

Spain, and Cyprus; and
• updated material libraries for British BS EN-NA, Austrian ONORM - EN 

NA, Irish IS-EN NA, and German DIN -EN NA.

Steel and composite design:
• intelligent section classification, even for more complex shapes;

• more economical design for semi-compact steel sections of class 3, 
based on the SEMI-COMP+ research reports, saving up to 15 percent 
of material;

• detailed graphical outputs and customizable reports;
• support of Westok cellular beams;
• rigid in-plane diaphragms combined with tributary-area distribution for 

gravity loads; and
• implementation of new steel codes AISC 360-16 and AISI S100-16 and 

improved workflow for composite design.

BIM:
• upgraded Revit link with smart mapping capabilities;
• direct launch of SCIA Engineer from within the Allplan menu and an 

automatic import of the model to SCIA Engineer; and
• next-generation task management with the connection to Allplan’s bim+ 

cloud platform.

Load generators:
• distribution of loads from load panels to supporting beams using Tribu-

tary areas method; and
• support of parapets and protruding roofs in the 3D wind load generator

Information provided by SCIA (www.scia.net), a wholly owned subsidiary of the 
Nemetschek Group.

https://ppi2pass.com/prep-course?utm_source=csengineer&utm_medium=7625x425&utm_campaign=PPI-CERC-prepcourse&utm_term=PPI-csengineer
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Waikiki. The Ritz-Carlton. The former is one of the world’s premier va-
cation destinations and the latter is synonymous with luxury develop-
ment. The union of these two is The Ritz-Carlton Residences Waikiki 
Beach. Constructed in two phases, this project is the largest new resort 
development in recent times and includes approximately 900,000 total 
square feet in two complementary 38-story towers, each 350 feet tall. 

Phase 1 of this luxury hotel and condominium project opened to the 
public in July 2016 and has become one of Hawaii’s most sought-after 
luxury residential addresses, offering the ultimate in resort-style liv-
ing with unobstructed views of the Pacific Ocean, world-class design, 
and access to legendary amenities and services provided by one of the 
world’s best hoteliers.

The project site posed many challenges. With severe site constraints, 
building height and envelope restrictions, and a desire to maximize 
views and sellable space, structural simplicity was not a priority. Bal-
dridge & Associates Structural Engineering (BASE) rose to the chal-
lenges, utilizing innovative structural solutions. The resulting building 
required the following features:
• optimized thin post-tensioned slabs;
• 18 unique floor types;
• post-tensioned transfer slab with upturned beams at the roof supporting 

32 hanging steel columns;
• more than 50 major wall and column transitions;
• 17 transfer girders;
• 120-foot-long post-tensioned concrete truss;
• composite steel plate link beams;
• sloping W-shaped columns capped with a post-tensioned tension tie 

beam;
• concrete-wide-flange steel composite columns; and
• unobstructed views of the Pacific Ocean.

Height restrictions
Squeezing 38 floors into a 350-foot height limit was no easy task, 
especially considering additional floor height requirements for public 
and premium levels and mechanical transitions at the transfer floors. 
To meet all of the project requirements, the slab system needed to be as 
thin as possible while still maintaining acceptable sound transmission, 

The completed Ritz-Carlton Phase 1 from the south, taken by drone. 
Photo: AirFrame LLC

structures + buiLdings

The Ritz-Carlton Residences 
Waikiki Beach, Phase 1

Structural design overcomes site constraints 
and build height and envelope restrictions. 

By Steven M. Baldridge, P.E., S.E., LEED AP and Fernando J. Frontera, S.E.
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vibration, and deflection characteristics. The only way to achieve this 
was through the use of post-tensioning. The majority of the slab areas 
are only 7 inches thick at both the parking and residential levels.

One unexpected benefit of the height restriction is the structural ef-
ficiency created by utilization of a thin post-tensioned floor system. 
Overall structural weight was reduced by as much as 30 percent, re-
ducing column, wall, and foundation requirements. As seismic load 
is proportional to the structure’s weight, the lateral load requirements 
were reduced as well.  

Gravity shift
Encompassing nearly 500,000 square feet, the Phase 1 building con-
tains five floors of parking, one floor with back-of-house space, two 
floors with amenities such as two pools, restaurants, and a spa deck, 
and 30 floors of condominium units for a total of 38 levels plus usable 
roof decks for the penthouse suites. This diverse use required a total of 
18 structurally unique floors.  

As is typical with vertical mixed-use projects, the optimum column 
and wall layouts for each use rarely match the supporting levels below. 
Offset foundations and columns, as well as sloping columns, were 
incorporated throughout the project to shift support locations through 
varying floor layouts. In this tower, more than 50 major transitions 
were required for the vertical elements, with no columns going to the 

ground in their original location and some elements shifting in plan 
several times throughout the height of the building.  

Adding to the challenge was a lack of structural depth, which in many 
cases prevented the use of conventional transfer girders except at the 
podium floors where 17 post-tensioned transfer girders in both down-
turn and upturn conditions were used to reposition tower-level columns 
and walls to work with an efficient parking layout and to create a large 
open space at ground level for the hotel guest drop-off area located 
directly below the tower.  

The ground floor loading dock space created a major challenge from a 
structural standpoint due to a number of constraints that would not al-
low the podium vertical elements over the loading dock to extend down 
to the foundation level. These constraints included very tight spaces for 
trucks to maneuver, city utility easements, and access requirements for 
an adjacent retail loading area. This meant that an area of the building 
with spans of 50 to 120 feet had to be column-free.  

In order to support the seven floors of podium structure above, four 
post-tensioned transfer girders and a two-story post-tensioned concrete 
truss were designed to span the full 120 feet. Post-tensioning was used 
in the top and bottom chords of the truss to help control deflections and 
vibrations. 

Counterclockwise from upper left: Load transfer through the W column; W column 
under construction; and completed W column
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At the top of the tower, the penthouse units were 
designed with spectacular double-story atrium 
spaces. These were achieved by hanging the 
penthouse post-tensioned slabs with 32 steel “sky-
hook” steel columns from the roof transfer slab 
above. The roof not only had to support the loads 
from the hanging columns, but also the loads from 
heavy mechanical loads in the center and loads 
from rooftop terraces on the perimeter. This was 
achieved by utilizing a post-tensioned concrete 
slab with post-tensioned upturn concrete beams.   

To maximize views for the premium units in the 
upper floors, more glazing and less concrete wall 
had to be incorporated into the design of the north 
(back) face of the tower at levels 30 through 38. 
A series of small HSS 5x3 steel columns were 
designed to replace a solid concrete wall found in 
the lower floors. The HSS columns were designed 
to be hidden in the glazing mullions so as to give 
the appearance of 40-foot-long glass walls at each 
side of the elevator core. 

BASE started working on the conceptual design 
of the Phase 2 tower just as construction was 
commencing on the Phase 1 tower. The Phase 1 
and Phase 2 towers share common spaces at the 
podium floors but are separated by seismic ex-
pansion joints. During the initial Phase 1 design, 
BASE collaborated with the architect and contrac-
tor to ensure that the expansion joint was designed 
and built with corbels along the floor edge beams 
and columns to support the future Phase 2 tower 
even though its design was only in its very early 
stages. This proactive approach avoided the need 
to provide new columns and new foundations 
along the expansion joint that might appear to 
be an afterthought or retrofit to support the final 
Phase 2 building configuration.

Lateral system challenges
The project is located on the island of Oahu, 
Hawaii, a moderate seismic zone subject to hur-
ricanes. The size, shape, and significance of the 
project justified a more rigorous approach to 
determining both wind and seismic loads on the 
structure. A wind tunnel study modeling the sur-
rounding area, with and without the Phase 2 tower, 
was performed by RWDI Consulting Engineers & 
Scientists to determine the impact of both normal 
trade and hurricane winds on the building. Unique 
soil conditions found at the site justified a more 
in-depth seismic shear wave velocity test, which 
was performed by the geotechnical engineer to 
determine seismic Site Class classification.  

 Clockwise from left: Rendering of post-tensioned transfer girder; close-up rendering 
of transfer girder; and completed girder.

Post-tensioned concrete truss drawing (top) and completed truss (bottom).
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With the height restrictions on the building, shear wall link beams 
typically used as part of the lateral system needed to be rather shal-
low, reducing their effectiveness. BASE developed composite link 
beams utilizing standard concrete link beams combined with embed-
ded strengthening steel plates. These plates were configured to allow 
slab post-tensioning, embedded conduit, and pipe sleeves to be placed 
through the link beams.

Due to the height of the structure, the relatively light weight of the 
post-tensioned floor system, and the results of the seismic shear wave 
velocity testing, seismic forces were reduced to the point where wind 
forces governed the design of nearly every lateral element, creating 
a very balanced and economical lateral system considering all of the 
vertical transfers in both gravity and lateral load-resisting elements.

Construction on The Ritz-Carlton Residences Waikiki Beach, Phase 
1 was completed in April 2016. In May 2017, the Post-Tensioning 

Institute awarded it 2017 Project of the Year. With the hard work and 
innovation of the structural engineer, the architect, and the contractor, 
Waikiki now has an iconic structure worthy of both name and location.

Revit model of hanging penthouse post-tensioned slabs and roof post-tensioned 
transfer slab.

STEVEN M. BALDRIDGE, P.E., S.E., LEED AP, is the principal and founder of Baldridge 
& Associates Structural Engineering (BASE), an award-winning firm recognized 
for its work on building projects in areas of high seismic and hurricane risk, 
both domestic and international, as well as its expertise in Antiterrorism 
Force Protection (AT/FP). His primary responsibilities include conceptual 
design, project management, and design review. He can be contacted at sb@
baseengr.com. FERNANDO J. FRONTERA, S.E., is an associate at BASE and has 
extensive experience designing concrete, steel, and masonry structures. He 
has designed structural solutions for private, commercial, and government 
industries. Notable projects include the Pearl Harbor Visitor Center and The 
Ritz-Carlton Residences Waikiki Beach. He can be contacted at ffrontera@
baseengr.com.

sb@baseengr.com
sb@baseengr.com
ffrontera@baseengr.com
ffrontera@baseengr.com
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Thirteen structural steel building projects earned national recogni-
tion in the 2017 Innovative Design in Engineering and Architecture 
with Structural Steel (IDEAS2) awards program. Conducted annu-
ally by the American Institute of Steel Construction (AISC), the 
IDEAS2 awards recognize excellence and innovation in the use of 
structural steel on building projects across the country. In existence 
for more than 50 years, the award is the highest honor bestowed on 
building projects by the structural steel industry in the U.S.

The IDEAS2 winners were selected from nearly 100 submissions re-
ceived from architectural, engineering, and construction firms. Each 
project was judged on its use of structural steel from both an ar-
chitectural and structural engineering perspective, with an emphasis 
on creative solutions to the project’s program requirements; applica-
tions of innovative design approaches in areas such as connections, 
gravity systems, lateral load-resisting systems, fire protection, and 
blast; aesthetic and visual impact of the project; innovative use of 
architecturally exposed structural steel; technical or architectural 
advances in the use of steel; and use of innovative design and con-
struction methods. 

Following are the 2017 award-winning projects and the entering 
firms.

Presidential Award of Excellence in Engineering
As an office tower, 4 World Trade Center (4WTC) serves as a 
beacon for businesses returning to downtown Manhattan — 250,000 
daily commuters pass through the lower levels on their way to one 
of 13 subway or commuter rail lines that surround the tower. More 
importantly, the structure pays respect to the tragic history of the 
grounds commemorated by the National September 11 Memorial. 
The 72-story, 2.3 million-square-foot 4WTC became the first tower 
to open on the original 16-acre site. 

The goal of the tower’s design was two-fold: Construct a powerful 
and efficient structure that would emanate a quietly dignified pres-
ence and enrich and enliven the surrounding urban environment. 
Leslie E. Robertson Associates, New York, served as structural 
engineer for the project.

4WTC has only four columns on each side, grouped in pairs with 
an 80-foot clear span between them and 20- to 45-foot cantilevers 
at each end, providing dramatic column-free corners. A maze of 
subway lines, commuter circulation, and mechanical spaces beneath 
4WTC were a major driver to the tower column placements. 

Thirteen building projects win 
top steel design awards.

Structural steel 

ideas
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The below-grade complexity affected the retail column placements, 
as well. Retail program requirements and vertical transportation needs 
demanded additional points of support. To avoid adding columns all 
the way to the basement, alternative solutions were explored, such 
as the possibility of branching columns or including structure around 
other elements. A massive split V column supports the retail entrance 
while additional steel structure is built around the elevator and escala-
tors to meet demanding load path requirements. 

One structural innovation was sparked by the erection sequence set 
forth by the construction manager and local labor officials, who stipu-
lated that a structural steel frame would be erected first, followed by an 
encapsulation of the service core in reinforced concrete. Typically, for 
steel-concrete buildings outside of New York City, the concrete core is 
constructed first with embed plates and followed by steel floor framing. 
The engineers behind 4WTC embraced the possibilities of this encap-
sulation, and adapted it to the perimeter columns. 

In typical construction of perimeter steel columns, the steel beams and 
columns are aligned. However, for the long spans and cantilever condi-
tions at 4WTC, the standard method would have required a significant 
moment connection at every column. To sidestep this dilemma, the de-
cision was made to offset the spandrel beam from the columns, allow-
ing the beam to be continuous and bypass the column uninterrupted. 
This drastically reduced the number of moment connections required 
to support 80-foot clear spans. Splice locations were then chosen at 
points of low moment along the length of the spandrel beams, thus 
simplifying the connections and providing additional savings in cost 
and time. 

The advantage of this approach was threefold: 
• on each side, it reduced the number of moment connections from eight 

(one at each face of the four columns) to two; 
• it reduced the required number of spandrel pieces from five to three, 

resulting in more efficient shipping and fewer crane picks; and 
• it reduced the size of the remaining moment connections because they 

were designed for much smaller forces than would have been required 
at the face of the columns. This steel solution resulted in both construc-
tion time and material savings. 

The steel frame also led to efficiency in the link beams embedded in the 
core. Link beams, which connect two very stiff vertical elements, such 
as elevator cores, are highly stressed elements. When made of con-
crete, they are very congested with reinforcement, which can also lead 
to problems with concrete consolidation in construction. In 4WTC, the 
link beams are made from steel built-up shapes. Steel is much better 
at resisting shear forces than concrete, and the steel link beams were 
much smaller than comparable concrete beams would have been. The 
steel link beams were also erected with space left between the top of 
the beam and the floor above, allowing ductwork and other utilities to 
be run above the tenant-finished ceiling. 

Another significant technique to reduce construction time was placing 
the erection columns to which these link beams were connected within 
the elevator core wall but offsetting them from the end of the wall by 
6 feet. This meant that the steel-link-beam-to-steel-erection-column 

connection could be a simple, cost-effective shear tab instead of the 
highly stressed, expensive moment connection that would have been 
necessary had the erection column been placed at the end of the wall. 
The shear forces from the link beam were directed into the concrete by 
composite action between the end of the wall and the erection column. 
This approach simplified the connections, resulting in further savings 
in time and cost. 

Awarded a LEED-certified Gold rating by the U.S. Green Building 
Council, sustainability was at the heart of 4WTC’s design. Recycled 
and sustainable building materials were used throughout, and rolled 
steel members were incorporated into the concrete-encapsulated core. 
Additionally, the use of steel floor framing allowed for lighter floors 
within the core, thus reducing the overall weight and volume of con-
crete materials. 

All of the structural steel innovations present in 4WTC were made 
possible through the use of cutting-edge computational design soft-
ware in the planning and optimization of the project. Prior to initiating 
construction for 4WTC, the design team worked with a steel detailer 
to create a 3D Tekla model of steel components of the building. Devel-
oped as a quantities survey and early coordination model, this model 
proved crucial to the success of the bidding process. The design team 
also performed structural steel connection design for all non-typical 
connections, including all moment, truss node, and beam-to-perimeter 
column connections.

Projects greater than $75 million
Samsung’s Device Solutions group aspired to build a collaborative, 
flexible, and sustainable environment that reflected its corporate mis-
sion and profile and helped to recruit top candidates to its headquarters 
in San Jose, Calif. NBBJ (architect) and Arup (structural engineer) 
collaborated to develop and iterate innovative design schemes. The 
resulting courtyard tower, surrounded by gardens, a data center, park-
ing structure, and café, engages employees and pedestrians as a new 
icon for San Jose.

Balance and integration of indoor and outdoor office spaces drove the 
architectural and structural design. The 10-story tower is organized 
around a central courtyard. With no perimeter columns on the east and 
west sides, the tower appears to float at every third level and offers 
occupants clear external views. The resulting spaces, and the atriums 
around them, are dedicated for collaboration areas, facilitating casual 
meetings and breaks from the traditional work spaces. 

The open-air garden floors required the structure to accommodate 45- 
by 300-foot column-free areas at the east and west sides via two-story 
cantilevered trusses. Considering the highly seismic site, the effects of 
vertical seismic accelerations had to be modeled through a site-specific 
vertical response spectrum analysis. Contributing lateral stiffness of 
the two-story, 180-foot-long trusses also had to be considered and led 
to development of a sliding joint detail at the truss bottom chord. The 
sliding joint ensures that lateral forces are not picked up by the truss 
diagonal elements. This required close coordination with the architects 
since the truss bottom chord sits on top of the floor slab. A floating 
bench was created to integrate the structure into the finished space.
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Stability for the courtyard tower is provided by ductile reinforced con-
crete cores on the north and south ends of the tower. Steel link beams 
are used to carry the high demand from combined tension and shear 
forces in the shear walls near connections of the cantilevered trusses. 
In consideration of differential shrinkage and thermal movements of 
the two materials, special details were developed for the steel truss-to-
concrete core connections. Service coordination was especially critical 
into and out of the tower cores as space had to be shared between MEP 
services and elevator and stair openings without compromising ductile 
reinforced coupling beams and shear wall boundary elements.

With large, column-free areas, large deflections of the structure had 
to be calculated, reported on drawings, and coordinated with curtain 
wall details. In order to keep pace with the quickly developing design 
and track changes in loading and geometry, a parametric Grasshopper 
script was written to link deflection output from the ETABS analysis 
model directly to drawings in Revit. 

The Revit BIM model was also used for detailed 3D coordination and 
clash detection throughout design and construction. This resulted in 
the integration of services in the depth of the structure via openings in 
steel and concrete beams. These openings had to be carefully studied 
and precisely located since some of them penetrate truss chords and 
concrete link beams. This coordination helped the team to reach the 
maximum possible ceiling height, critical to delivering the collabora-
tion and focus spaces throughout the building. 

An efficient structural design was also realized through strategic selec-
tion and placement of tree pits, planted areas, and pedestrian zones 
on the suspended garden levels of the office towers. The design team 
ensured that soil buildups were optimized and accurately modeled to 
keep steel weights down.

The façade for the open plan office configuration is designed to maxi-
mize the use of daylighting through the courtyard while reducing solar 
heat gain. The façade design received input from the entire design team 
to create the patterns of the punched windows, maximizing direct day-
light into the building, while also strategically shielding it to avoid hot 
spots. Around the inner courtyard perimeter, curved glazing allows the 
truss diagonals to be visually expressed and contribute to the unique 
image and feel of the building. 

Buckling restrained brace frames provide stability for the smaller data 
center and café buildings. The structural strategy carefully considered 
the continuity required for occupants to move between the various ar-
eas while allowing for buildings to move independently under seismic, 
wind, and thermal loading by introducing separation joints. 

In order to reach the client’s goal of an energy- and resource-efficient 
campus, the team incorporated sustainable elements into the building, 
including low-energy mechanical systems, low-flow water fixtures, 
and LED lighting technology. 

Careful planning and coordination with the contractor ensured an ef-
ficient sequencing of construction on the densely populated site. The 
client’s aggressive schedule gave the team nine months for design. 
Close collaboration and efficient problem solving by the owner and 
design and construction teams was the only way to meet the challenge. 
This included the architects and engineers working together three days 
each week at a colocation space onsite.

The National Museum of African American History and Culture 
(NMAAHC) in Washington, D.C., is a 400,000-square-foot building 
with five levels above ground and four below. Located on the Na-
tional Mall in the shadow of the Washington Monument, the look of 
the NMAAHC features an inverse truncated pyramid, known as the 
corona, covered by bronze-coated panels and supported by a network 
of steel trusses. 

Silman and Guy Nordenson and Associates, both of New York, served 
as structural engineers on the project.

To keep the museum from obstructing views of the Washington Monu-
ment and to maintain the sight lines along the mall, 60 percent of the 
building is below ground. Construction crews excavated 350,000 cubic 
yards of soil — 80 feet below grade, though the building itself is only 
about 70 feet underground. 

The roof design was modified to conceal a sawtooth skylight from 
ground level view. A parapet surrounds the saw tooth and roof top 
mechanical elements, which are covered with an architectural louver.

The design of the museum’s porch was refined and strengthened, re-
inforcing the importance of this iconic building form. The footprint 
and massing of the porch’s two supporting steel legs, each weighing 
32 tons, have been minimized, allowing for clear, unobstructed views 
into and out of the building. The covered area continues to create a 
microclimate where breezes combine with the cooling waters to gener-
ate a place of refuge from the hot summer sun.

The Samsung Device Solutions headquarters features a 10-story town organized 
around a central courtyard. The tower appears to float at every third floor. 
Photo: Tim Griffith Architectural Photographer
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The programmatic and architectural design of the project required col-
umn-free spaces at the ground floor lobby and above-grade floors. To 
achieve this, the entire superstructure and façade system is supported 
on four structural cores. The four structural cores are composite — steel 
floor beams and corner columns infilled with reinforced cast-in-place 
concrete walls. The cores support steel framing and cantilevered steel 
beams at each floor, and perimeter vertical trusses on certain sides. 
This framing carries the gravity loads on each floor. 

The exterior façade system — a combination of glazing and architec-
tural panels — is hung from the fifth floor by architecturally exposed 
steel plate box cantilevers. At grade, the roof of the history gallery 
— the main permanent historical exhibit of the museum, located below 
grade — is steel with concrete on composite metal deck supporting the 
landscaped lawn.

In addition to achieving programmatic goals, these systems were se-
lected for constructability, schedule, and cost purposes. The design and 
construction team explored multiple potential structural systems, and 
the hybrid steel-and-concrete core system allowed a quicker sequence 
of construction than the alternates due to integration of temporary shor-
ing and bracing for lateral stability and reduction in dependence on 
concrete and associated strength-gain requirements. 

There were challenges with this approach, including coordinating 
the shear studs and concrete infill wall reinforcement with the many 
architectural and MEP openings in the core walls, and placement of 
significant structural reinforcement in fairly confined spaces. The de-
sign and construction teams worked closely during construction with 
frequent onsite observation, multiple reviews of shop drawings, and 
daily coordination calls to resolve field issues.

Similarly the at-grade history gallery roof was originally designed as 
concrete but was changed to steel construction for cost and schedule 
reasons. The design allowed long-span construction with minimal col-
umns to provide the required gallery space. Using steel eliminated the 
need for complex and costly shoring that would have been necessary 
for concrete construction but would have delayed interior work in the 
gallery.

Erection took place in four distinct phases, each of which presented its 
own challenges.  

The history gallery roof construction required building a composite 
steel roof over a 120-foot by 350-foot opening that was 70 feet deep. 
The roof was constructed using long-span beams and plate girders.  

The largest challenges came from the welded splices required in the 
plate girders. Some of these girders spanned the entire length of the 
history gallery, with multiple field splices per girder. Upholding the 
overall dimensions of these plate girders, all while maintaining the al-
lowable root gaps for the PJP welds, required precise fabrication and 
field fit up. In some cases, new PQRs were produced and new welding 
procedures were written to overcome enlarged root gaps.

Challenges in constructing the main tower centered on coordination 
with the concrete contractor. The main tower was built like a conven-
tional steel tower, except that concrete cores at each corner were inte-
grated into the steel frame. The cores were poured concurrently with 
steel erection taking place — lower core elevations being poured while 
higher steel elevations were still being constructed. These core areas 
needed to be detailed and complete prior to the rest of the structure 
because the concrete needed to be in place before the next phase of 

The National Museum of African American History and Culture, in the shadow of the Washington Monument, has five levels 
above ground and four levels below ground. Photo: Smithsonian Institution/Michael Barnes
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The Los Angeles Valley College Monarch Center student union features a “sustainable mall” with a stormwater retention and 
treatment system fed from the steel-framed butterfly roof. Photo: Costea Photography, Inc.

erection could begin. Extra coordination was also required in the cores 
to locate all of the hardware that was required in such tight spaces. 
Weld studs, weldable couplers, and rebar were constantly found oc-
cupying the same space. At the higher elevations where the concrete 
walls grew narrower, this challenge became increasingly difficult to 
overcome. Meetings were held daily with the design team to discuss 
the day’s specific challenges and generate solutions, which often meant 
creating unique details for each corner of the core.

Once the main building was erected and the cores were poured and 
cured, erection of the cantilever steel took place. To erect the can-
tilevers, shoring towers were placed at the entire perimeter of the 
building. Temporary kickers were also required at certain locations to 
properly distribute the construction loading. This shoring remained in 
place until the fifth-floor corona steel box girders could go into place. 
Once these pieces were set, the building could be detailed and welding 
could begin to lock the steel in place. The fifth-floor corona support 
plate girders were erected with the goal of maintaining half of AISC 
tolerance. This required careful monitoring and documenting of steel 
locations throughout the entire erection process.  

The final erection phase was the porch where the main construction 
challenge was the size of the members and proximity to the building to 
which the crane could sit. The porch also required its own shoring plan 
and shoring towers to support the plate girders mid span.

The same fabrication challenge followed the team through the entire 
project — this being the riddle of how to meet the delivery schedule 
with all of the welding required on the project. The plate girders, box 
girders, and box column required thousands of linear feet of weld. Be-
ing able to work enough welders on each piece around the clock was a 
race against the calendar. Welders worked in three shifts, seven days a 
week to keep pace with the schedule.

Another challenge was how to generate shop drawings for complex 3D 
shapes built out of steel plate. In some cases, shop drawings for a single 
piece would contain shop assembly drawings, similar to erection draw-
ings, in order to show fabrication sequence as well as clearly show all 
of the required dimensions, angles, and details. Communicating such 
complex designs to the shop floor required a deep level of detail and 
step-by-step direction. 

Communication was the key throughout in the success of the project. At 
least once a week the design team, contractor, owner’s rep, connection 
design engineers, detailers, erector, and fabricator held a conference 
call or web meeting to discuss current problems and possible solutions. 
Being able to expedite the RFI process in this manner was the real 
root of this project’s success. Tools also helped communicate in these 
meetings. Model snapshots generated by Tekla Structures were helpful 
to convey clashes and concerns and Bluebeam was a great tool for 
marking up drawings but also field pictures to present and overcome 
complications.

Merit Awards for projects greater than $75 million total constructed 
value (entering firm) were presented to:
• Fulton Center, New York (Arup)
• Nippert Stadium West Pavilion, Cincinnati (THP Limited, Inc.)

Projects $15 million to $75 million
Located in Los Angeles’ San Fernando Valley, the new 41,000-square-
foot Los Angeles Valley College Monarch Center student union is a 
hub of activity in the heart of the campus. Dramatic soaring architec-
tural forms showcase the versatility and elegance of structural steel as 
a building material. The $30 million design-build project is on track for 
LEED Silver certification. 

The Monarch Center is a U-shaped structure in plan with a cafeteria and 
dining area located in the center of the facility, a one-story bookstore 
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wing to the east, and an elevated “skybox” student union wing to the 
west. The courtyard enclosed by the U-shaped structure is protected 
from rain and harsh summer sun by a prominent 20,000-square-foot, 
sloping butterfly-form canopy that towers 41 feet above finished grade 
at its highest point.

A “sustainable mall” with native and drought-tolerant landscape and 
stormwater management connects the plaza to other campus buildings. 
The sustainable mall’s stormwater retention and treatment system 
is fed from the steel-framed butterfly roof and weir. The long-span, 
cantilevered sloping steel roof is an important part of this sustainable 
stormwater management system and serves as both a functional and 
inspirational demonstration of the college’s commitment to holistic 
sustainable design.

The second floor skybox is supported by a steel truss system between 
the roof and second floor that preserves the open column-free environ-
ment within the courtyard. These 100-foot-long, roof-to-floor trusses 
with six bays of diagonal steel webs span over steel columns at each 
end. They provide unobstructed ground floor space for student gather-
ing and pedestrian circulation to the cafeteria. The trusses also define 
the interior space of the second floor. With steel beams spanning 50 feet 
between the trusses, the skybox second floor is virtually column free. 
With extensive use of glass, the truss system allows the floor space to 
maximize harvesting of natural daylight, a key part of the sustainable 
energy performance strategy of the building. Tapered steel floor beams 
are cantilevered from the trusses to create the floating effect of skybox. 
These beams also support the outdoor second-floor patio and walkway. 

Being located in one of the most seismically active regions of the coun-
try, strategically located special steel concentric steel-braced frames 
along with limited special concrete shear walls are provided to resist 
seismic loads. Like the truss diagonal members, these braced frames 
and shear walls are integrated seamlessly into the architectural design.  

The structural steel framing of the butterfly roof canopy was designed 
and optimized such that only five, 16-inch-diameter pipe columns land 
in the nearly 9,000 square feet of exterior courtyard below. The elegant 
edges of the canopy are supported by a series of tapered steel beams 
that cantilever as much as 20 feet to create the dramatic form of the 
canopy. Due to the complex geometry of the intersecting cantilevered 
steel beams, a special steel box plate connector was designed to pro-
vide constructability and rapid erection of the main steel components. 

The canopy is also unique in that it is designed to transfer all seismic 
or wind-induced loading into the lateral force-resisting system of the 
main structure, rather than rely on the canopy columns to aid in resis-
tance through cantilever action. This allowed the columns to be much 
smaller in both size and quantity and ultimately less intrusive to the 
open space of the courtyard.  

In anticipation of continued growth, a 55,000-square-foot expansion to 
the Austin, Texas, Austin-Bergstrom International Airport (ABIA) 
terminal was planned. The $62 million project also includes renovation 
of 17,000 square feet of existing space. Design of the project, known 
as the Terminal East Infill (TEI), began in January 2013 and construc-

tion was completed in mid-2015. The design-build team, including 
structural engineer Architectural Engineers Collaborative, was tasked 
with developing a space that honored the vocabulary of the existing 
terminal building while adopting a fresh and bold new aesthetic. 

Shoehorned into a site framed on the east, south, and west by the exist-
ing terminal and on the north by the terminal access road, the loca-
tion for the new building was challenging. Efficiency studies led to 
adoption of an oval building, measuring roughly 115 feet by 200 feet, 
its perimeter defined by five distinct radii and its centerline rotated 
roughly 15 degrees from the existing terminal. 

The existing terminal at ABIA is a celebration of exposed steel struc-
ture. From the outset, the design-build team sought to expand on the 
exposed steel motif in the new TEI, employing a variety of custom 
built-up steel sections that both complement the existing facility and 
furnish the new space with an exciting and modern expression. 

A primary component of the new space is a grand hall on the concourse 
level that will include as many as 10 screening lanes for outgoing pas-
sengers. It was essential that this space be kept free of interior columns 
to facilitate passenger queuing, preserve sightlines for TSA security 
requirements, and enhance the soaring aesthetic of the hall’s high roof. 
As such, a long-span roof system was required. The team collaborated 
on an elegant exposed roof structure that lacked the traditional bolted 
connections seen in long-span trusses or nodes in a space grid. The 
result was a complex yet graceful “two-way” roof system in which 
loads are distributed in both the short- and long-span directions to the 
supporting elements around the perimeter. 

To achieve the simple, streamlined form, custom steel shapes were cre-
ated by welding steel plates into unique built-up sections; these shapes 
were used for all primary exposed structure in the new building. All 
around the oval shape, the perimeter columns and the roof beams took 
on a simple, slender box shape. 

The two-way high roof system in the oval — 50 feet above the con-
course floor — is comprised of a central spine that runs nearly 200 
feet between the east and west ends of the building. From this spine, 
symmetric pairs of roof box beams flare out to box columns spaced at 
12 feet on center around the perimeter of the space. Each pair of beams 
joins the spine in a visually seamless “node,” with welded connections 
providing an elegant transition between roof elements. Similarly, the 
roof beams are welded to the tops of the box columns at the perimeter. 

The roof structure varies in depth from perimeter to center and along 
the length of the central spine. In keeping with the architect’s desire 
for the structure to be exposed and honest, the depth of the members 
roughly follows the moment diagram of the two-way system. Indi-
vidual beams are tapered, deepening toward the center of the room 
where the moment demands are highest. The deepest roof beams taper 
from 30 inches at the perimeter (matching the uniform depth of the 
perimeter columns) to more than 70 inches at the center. 

Two rings of bracing members consisting of the same built-up box sec-
tions were added, carefully located to maximize both the stability of 
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the roof beams and the aesthetic expression of the roof structure. Simi-
larly, standard hollow-structural-section (HSS) wall girts ring the oval 
perimeter at three different elevations, tying together and stabilizing 
the dozens of moment frames comprised of pairs of box columns and 
roof beams. As a whole, the steel system creates an elegant, minimalist 
appearance that belies the robust structural work it is performing. 

Early in the design, a mockup was constructed to simulate the fabrica-
tion of box beam elements and their intersection at the roof, with a 
particular focus on the localized deformation effects due to welding 
during fabrication and fit-up. This exercise informed weld detailing 
during design and prompted the addition of internal W6x16 stiffener 
members in many of the roof box beams. The central spine member 
was also modified to a cover-plated truss to streamline constructability 
and facilitate full moment connections at each roof beam connection.

Structural steel proved an excellent system for ABIA’s TEI. The advan-
tages of significant offsite fabrication and segmental erection proved 
to be critical in expediting the work. Similarly, early and regular BIM 
coordination across all disciplines streamlined a complex construction 
process.

Merit Awards for projects $15 million to $75 million total constructed 
value (entering firm) were presented to:
• Weber County Library Headquarters Branch, Roy, Utah (ARW Engineers)
• Southwest University Park, El Paso, Texas (Walter P Moore)

Projects less than $15 million
The “Pterodactyl” is a unique office building constructed above an 

existing four-story steel-frame parking garage structure in Culver City, 
Calif., where some of the existing columns are cantilevered beyond the 
top of the parking building to provide support for the mezzanine and 
roof superstructure. 

The outer shell of the building is constructed with metal studs and 
covered with fire retardant-treated plywood to achieve the narrowest 
possible profile and encompass all structural elements and utilities. 
The partial mezzanine level is constructed with light-gauge metal deck 
topped with concrete over steel beams, complementing the orientation 
of boxes rigorously following an award-winning philosophical archi-
tectural theory. 

Structurally, the rotated boxes provide just enough space at the corners 
and at their intersections to efficiently house the structural support 
members. During the early design phase, through numerous meetings 
and studies, the feasibility and constructability of each box was deter-
mined while preserving numerous architectural features of each box, as 
well as their complex architectural interactions.

Placing such an irregular building over an existing building presented 
several structural challenges. The structural design was limited by the 
size and orientation of the existing columns, which were not necessar-
ily favorably located or oriented for the support of each individual box. 
Some columns were not stiff enough to laterally brace the boxes, so 
each box was strategically reinforced internally and interconnected to 
others to reduce loads to a particular column.

At the same time, the differential rigidities of each box, in conjunction 

For the Austin-Bergstrom International Airport Terminal East Infill, custom steel shapes were created by welding steel plates 
into unique built-up sections. Photo: Architectural Engineers Collaborative
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with their interconnecting mezzanine space bridges, had to be fully 
optimized to allow for mechanical and other utility space and pass-
through. The boxes were initially designed individually, using care-
ful stiffness assumptions. Then the boxes were brought together and 
reevaluated as a whole for compatibility.

Additionally, because the office building is laterally flexible in contrast 
with the very rigid concrete block core elevator shaft and the three ac-
cess stairs, which unevenly extend down to the top floor of the parking 
structure, very specific slip connections and separation joints are used 
to completely control all inter-body movements as designed.

To support the nine blended, yet individual, box components that made 
up the office building above six-by-three rows of columns, the design 
team, including structural engineer Nast Enterprises Corp., employed 
ring-like frames attached to each column and coordinated within the 
interior design, which doubled as support beams (though not in straight 
line) holding up the main and secondary structural members. Because 
column size and orientation were based on the demands of the parking 
structure and the Pterodactyl office’s distinctive modular design did 
not particularly align with the support point location, a few intricate 
stiffness sharing systems of main structural members were utilized to 
further normalize the loads on the weaker columns and help comply 
with required deflection and vibration expectations. 

Other unique features of the building are the west-facing over-hanging 
offices. Each box has a unique overhang above the parking garage 
ramps. The design of each box against numerous degrees of freedom 
was particularly challenging due to the shape of each element, the 

location and stiffness of the supports, and the desired clearances and 
style of the building envelop. Secondary members hidden in the longi-
tudinal direction within the corners of the boxes and cantilevering out 
to support the ring frame at the far end of the overhangs also function 
as stabilizers. The secondary members resist direct gravity as well as 
provide lateral support, rotational, and racking movement. 

Aggressive value engineering and coordination studies were performed 
to reduce the weight of material and evaluate visual consequence of the 
connections to satisfy the sculptural demands as well as the financial 
feasibility of the project. NAST Enterprises worked closely with the 
teams at Eric Owen Moss Architects as well as with developer Sami-
taur Constructs to make the building possible. The structural engineer-
ing and the architectural software used for the design of the Pterodactyl 
were RISA-3D and Digital Project; NAST developed apps to maintain 
efficient bi-directional communication between the structural and ar-
chitectural models.

Merit Awards for projects less than $15 million total constructed value 
(entering firm) were presented to:
• Chinatown Public Library, Chicago (Drucker Zajdel Structural Engineers)
• Lamar Station Classroom for Urban Farming, Lakewood, Colo. (Colora-

doBuildingWorkshop)

For more information about the IDEAS2 awards, visit www.aisc.org/
ideas2. 

Information provided by the American Institute of Steel Construction           
(www.aisc.org). 

The Pterodactyl office building was constructed above an existing, four-story steel-frame parking garage. 
Photo: Tom Bonner Photography

www.aisc.org/ideas2
www.aisc.org/ideas2
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The Trinity River Authority of Texas’ (TRA) 
Central Regional Wastewater System began 
operations in December 1959 as the first 
regional facility of its kind, serving Irving, 
Grand Prairie, and Farmers Branch, plus a 
portion of western Dallas. The system has 
since expanded to serve all or part of 21 con-
tracting parties and approximately 1.2 million 
people in the Dallas/Fort Worth area.

The Mountain Creek Interceptor System is 
one of five major interceptor systems that con-
vey flow to the Central Regional Wastewater 
System treatment plant. The Mountain Creek 
Interceptor collects wastewater from portions 
of six contracting parties within the Central 
system including the City of Grand Prairie 
where the interceptor is located. The existing 
MC-7 and MC-8 segments consist of 17,000 
linear feet of 48-inch to 60-inch unlined re-
inforced concrete pipe installed in the 1970s.  

In 2004, TRA initiated an assessment of the 
pipeline condition and capacity for a portion 
of the Mountain Creek Interceptor including 
segments MC-7 and MC-8. The assessment 
determined that the pipeline was in need of 
replacement due to extensive corrosion and 
additional capacity needs. Subsequently, TRA 
retained Lockwood, Andrews & Newnam, Inc. 
(LAN), a planning, engineering and program 
management firm, to design improvements 
for the interceptor and take the project from 
preliminary design to construction advertise-
ment. 

Preliminary investigation and design
Initial evaluation of the system included a 
condition assessment to determine the prob-
able useful life, review of flow requirements 
— which, at the time, were for 2040 design 

Texas-sized 
interceptor

Lockwood, Andrews & Newnam, Inc. takes the 
project from preliminary investigation and 

design to construction.
By Paul Banschbach, P.E., and Kelly Davis, P.E.
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conditions — sizing of the pipe for conveying future design flows, and 
recommendations for alternative alignments. 

Internal inspection of the system using standard closed-circuit televi-
sion revealed severe pipe wall corrosion, including areas of exposed 
reinforced steel. Given the condition and age of the existing pipe, the 
remaining useful life was estimated to be 15 to 20 years using best case 
assumptions; however, with the rate of corrosion observed, substantial 
failures were projected to arise even earlier. 

Rehabilitation of the existing interceptor using cured-in-place pipe or 
fiberglass sliplining was first evaluated to determine the possibility of 
upgrading TRA’s current infrastructure; however, an additional parallel 
interceptor would also be required to meet projected design flows. As 
such, a new large-diameter parallel pipeline, ranging from 78 inches 
to 84 inches in diameter, was recommended to carry all future design 
flows. This approach also proved to be the most economical from a 
flow management standpoint, allowing the new interceptor to be con-
structed in the dry while the existing system remained in service to 
convey flows during construction.

Three alignment options for the parallel interceptor were investigated. 
The evaluation included:
• comparison of the alignment’s impact to a forest preserve (Fish Creek 

Forest Preserve) owned by Dallas County;
• crossing of Interstate 20 (IH-20);
• impacts to two City of Grand Prairie parks areas;
• impacts to multiple Fish Creek crossings, which included evaluation of 

at-grade or aerial crossings, siphon crossings, and lowered crossings;
• permitting needs; and 
• construction costs.
 
The selected alignment, approximately 16,800 linear feet in total, 
lowered the profile of the interceptor, eliminating the need for aerial 
creek crossings, which are historically a maintenance headache. It also 
included tunneled crossings of four municipal roadways and IH 20 to 
minimize traffic disruption. 

Design challenges
The size and length of this pipeline, in addition to being located in a 
very developed portion of the Dallas-Fort Worth Metroplex, presented 
the following design and coordination challenges: 

Easement acquisition — Due to the size and location of the proposed 
interceptor, easements had to be negotiated for 39 parcels, including 
negotiations with multiple corporations and international negotia-
tions with a Canadian landowner. The process was quite lengthy due 
to specific needs and concerns of each property owner. Despite the 
challenges, the TRA land rights team’s proactive communication and 
coordination with the stakeholders resulted in successful acquisition of 
these easements.

One specific challenge to land rights came after discovering old un-
permitted septic systems on a group of properties located along the 
interceptor. Cooperation from the City of Grand Prairie was crucial in 
allowing the project to proceed without a major redesign. Rather than 

add several aerial crossings over Fish Creek, the City of Grand Prairie 
agreed to fund construction of a municipal collection line to serve the 
properties. The collector would then tie into TRA’s proposed intercep-
tor, allowing the septic systems to be decommissioned.

Tree preserve — Due to the location of the existing and proposed san-
itary sewer easements within the Dallas County Fish Creek Preserve, 
the proposed pipeline posed a significant impact to the wooded park 
along Fish Creek. Therefore, an extensive tree survey was required 
prior to negotiations for land rights. The survey required a certified 
arborist to identify species and caliper for more than 500 trees in the 
preserve and mark each with an identification tag. To further compli-
cate matters, the delay of schedule during property acquisition required 
re-surveying and re-tagging many of the trees due to additional growth.

Permitting/coordination with stakeholders — The project required 
coordination with several critical stakeholders, including: 

• City of Grand Prairie: Being the largest stakeholder outside of TRA 
meant that the project team had to coordinate with multiple divisions 
within the city throughout design and into construction. These included 
the public works department for plan review and traffic control design 
as well as the parks department for construction requirements and ac-
cess through Grand Prairie parks. Additionally, the city operates and 
maintains the park within the Dallas County Preserve. TRA modified 
the alignment and offset easements to best serve the public by main-
taining access to a local playground, pavilion, and a portion of trails 
during construction.

• Texas Department of Transportation (TxDOT): Several permits were 
required for work within and adjacent to TxDOT right-of-way, includ-
ing a utility installation request for the proposed 78-inch interceptor 
crossing IH-20, an access permit for ingress/egress of TxDOT right-
of-way, and a permit authorizing a temporary staging area along the 
north right-of-way.

• U.S. Army Corps of Engineers (USACE): A permit was required 
from the USACE due to the multiple crossings along Fish Creek.

• Floodplain permit: A floodplain development permit was required 
with the City of Grand Prairie because most of the proposed work is 
within the defined floodplain.

• Texas Parks and Wildlife Department (TPWD)/Aquatic Resources: 
The proposed alignment crosses a small pond and, in order to open-cut 
construction across, a permit from TPWD was required as well as an 
aquatic relocation plan to relocate any wildlife prior to construction.

• Shopping center: A large shopping center located on the corner of IH-
20 and Carrier Parkway required special coordination. Not only were 
multiple landowners involved, but trenchless methods of construction 
were also required to minimize impacts to the adjacent businesses. 

Tunneled crossings — To ensure the least amount of impact to the 
surrounding stakeholders, design included more than 3,200 linear feet 
of tunneled pipeline installation ranging from 94 inches to 100 inches 
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in diameter. These tunnels included crossings of Carrier Parkway, 
Robinson Road, Bardin Road, and Lake Ridge Parkway in the City of 
Grand Prairie in addition to an 800-linear-foot tunnel under the parking 
lot of the large shopping center to minimize impacts to the businesses.

Creek crossings — Although the proposed design removed the need 
for aerial creek crossings, it did not support tunneled crossings of the 
creek and required open-cut installation of seven creek crossings. This 
required protection of the pipe using concrete encasement and flowable 
fill/rip-rap installation from bank to bank.

Construction staging area — Given the project location, a staging 
area for the contractor was not readily available. As such, the staging 
area was negotiated into the easement agreements where feasible and 
include several areas in City of Grand Prairie parks as well as in the 
parking lot of the shopping center.

Crossings of existing interceptor — The proposed interceptor crosses 
the existing interceptor a total of three times. One of the locations had 
enough clearance to tunnel the crossing; the other two required a spe-
cial gravity bypass design to keep the existing interceptor in service 
and negate the need for full-time bypass or large permanent junction 
structures.

Impacts of delayed schedule
The easement acquisition process took significantly more time than 
anticipated. This created a major impact to the overall project and re-

quired redesign through several key areas as the City of Grand Prairie 
continued to develop throughout the project limits. The most notable of 
these is the TxDOT IH-20 widening project that entered design in 2015 
and scheduled major upgrades to the interstate and frontage roads right 
through the proposed pipeline alignment. This prompted TRA to break 
the overall project into two construction phases (Phase I and Phase 
II) and bid Phase I immediately. The resulting Phase I improvements 
were bid in July 2016, including 7,700 linear feet of 72-inch to 84-inch 
pipeline.

The other major area of impact (located on Phase II) was construc-
tion of Lake Ridge Parkway in Grand Prairie. At the time of the initial 
route study, the Lake Ridge Parkway extension was still in conceptual 
design and the MC-7 and MC-8 segments were anticipated to be in-
stalled prior to construction of the parkway. However, with the delays 
experienced, Lake Ridge Parkway was not only designed, but also 
constructed, impacting more than 3,000 linear feet of the proposed 
interceptor. With this major change, LAN and TRA are investigating a 
reroute of the alignment to improve construction, construction access, 
and future maintenance, potentially saving TRA as much as $2.5 mil-
lion in construction costs. 

Additionally, with the lengthy delay in schedule, revised flow projec-
tions became available for the 2060 flow conditions. This actually pro-
vided a benefit to TRA because the 2060 flow projections allowed for 
a reduction in proposed pipe size through 70 percent of the alignment, 
saving TRA as much as $500,000 in materials cost alone.

LAN Project Manager Paul Banschbach and TRA Inspector James Williams 
observe placement of controlled low-strength material backfill 

on the 78-inch-diameter wastewater pipe. Photo: LAN

Open trench through the Dallas County Fish Creek Preserve shows the construction 
footprint in the park and proximity to a playground. Reducing the proposed 
pipeline's impact to the wooded park along Fish Creek required 
an extensive tree survey. Photo: LAN
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Creative bidding strategies
To move design of the proposed interceptor into long-awaited con-
struction, several creative bidding strategies were utilized. Phase I, 
bid in July 2016, included two strict construction timelines required 
of the contractor. The first constraint involved coordination with the 
construction schedule for IH-20 improvements. TxDOT provided a 
deadline of Jan. 31, 2017 for completion of TRA construction activities 
in their right-of-way given their anticipated construction schedule for 
frontage road expansion; however, this deadline could be extended if 
the TxDOT bid schedule was delayed. 

The second timeline included limiting construction activities through 
the Dallas County Fish Creek Preserve to 365 calendar days once 
construction begins. This deadline was implemented during land rights 
negotiations and impacts the first 2,000 linear feet of the Phase I con-
struction. This deadline is non-negotiable and construction activities 
must be completed prior to expiration.

Most notably, however, a bid alternate was used on a middle 900-lin-
ear-foot section of pipeline between the Dallas County Fish Creek 
Preserve and the IH-20 tunneled crossing. This alternate was needed 
since land rights negotiations were not yet complete with the shop-
ping center property owner at the time of bid. In order to meet the 
critical TxDOT construction schedule, the plans had to be bid with the 
assumption that the land rights would be completed in the following 
months. If land rights were not acquired, the bid alternate included a 
temporary flow connection that allowed the 900-linear-foot section of 

78-inch interceptor to be built in a future TRA project. Fortunately, the 
easements were acquired in December 2016 and construction will be 
able to progress unimpeded as originally designed.

Conclusion
Notice to proceed on Phase I construction came in September 2016. 
More than 70 percent of the tunneled crossings of Carrier Parkway and 
the shopping center have been completed with the contractor actively 
tunneling IH-20 in preparation to receive the carrier pipe. The TxDOT 
bidding schedule for the IH-20 expansion project has been delayed to 
June 2017, allowing the contractor to continue to stage in the TxDOT 
right-of-way and minimizing impacts to the adjacent shopping center. 
Construction is expected to be at substantial completion in February 
2018 and final completion in April 2018.

Phase II is scheduled to complete final design in fall 2017 and, pending 
the land rights implications of the Lake Ridge Parkway reroute, could 
advertise for construction bids as early as spring 2018.

PAUL BANSCHBACH, P.E., is an engineer at Lockwood, Andrews & Newnam, Inc. 
(LAN), a planning, engineering, and program management firm. He can be 
contacted at pmbanschbach@lan-inc.com. KELLY DAVIS, P.E., is the senior engi-
neer and Pipeline Group leader for the Trinity River Authority of Texas’ Planning 
and Development Department. She can be contacted at davisk@trinityra.org. 
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Sliplining your way to 

more flow
Renewing older pipeline infrastructure can 

restore structural strength while maintaining 
or increasing hydraulic capacity.

By Kimberly Paggioli, P.E.

Some believe that relining a pipe with a smaller one will decrease its 
capacity. However, this is not always the case, and often flow capacity 
can be increased by slipline rehabilitation. More often than not, the 
minimal diameter decrease is offset by the gains made in flow coef-
ficients.  

Municipalities striving to repair their aging infrastructure with limited 
resources evaluate a variety of methods to extend the service life in 
reliable and cost-effective ways. One widely used alternative to renew 
pipelines that has many advantages is segmental sliplining. Renewing 
older infrastructure can restore the structural strength, often maintain 
or increase hydraulic capacity, prevent further corrosion, and substan-
tially decrease or eliminate infiltration and inflow in the sliplined area.  

AUI of Albuquerque, N.M., performs trenchless work including 
sliplining. “AUI has been rehabilitating pipes by sliplining for over 25 
years,” said Mike Rocco, AUI Trenchless Division manager. “Our first 
project was in 1991. It is a well-established, proven, and cost-effective 
rehabilitation method. We have utilized HOBAS pipes on many proj-
ects, including one in Littleton, Colo., [in] which a 66-inch reinforced 
concrete pipe was sliplined with 54-inch pipes. The material performed 
well pushing around curves, and HOBAS even produced custom fit-
tings to fit the existing directional changes in the line.” 

Sewers remain in service
Typically, gasket-sealed pipe segments are installed into the sewer 
under “live” conditions, eliminating the cost and risks of bypass pump-
ing. This process can be accomplished quickly and easily by inserting 
the pipes through small access shafts and later reinstating the laterals 
via small point excavations. Grouting may require only minor or no 
further excavations. Grouting of the liner sections prevents migration 
of soil and water into the annulus, transfers loads to the liner, and may 
stabilize bedding voids in close proximity to the host. As with any type 
of construction, especially trenchless installations, preparation is es-
sential.

The more thoroughly existing conditions are evaluated, the higher 
the likelihood of success. In sliplining, verifying true line size, grade, 
and alignment are essential. Proper cleaning is also necessary to allow 
for ease of insertion of the liner pipe. A pre-insertion video can be a 
tremendous asset in locating potential obstacles such as roots, incrusta-
tions, and protruding laterals. Some installers simply pull a mandrel or 
test section of pipe to ensure passage of the liner.   

The possible length of an individual sliplined reach will depend on 
many factors, including the liner pipe material. Centrifugally cast fiber-
glass reinforced polymer mortar (CCFRPM) pipes have been pushed 
as far as a mile in one direction from an installation shaft. Although this 
distance is rare, with a clean straight sewer, enough flow to maintain 
proper ballast, and a properly chosen liner pipe, installers can achieve 
amazing results, thus limiting surface disruption. Design factors such 
as the potential for existing offset joints, unforeseen or uncharted 
angles, laterals, or even location of manholes must be considered.

Structural integrity
There are a variety of reasons for undertaking sliplining projects, in-
cluding returning the pipe to a structurally safe state, preventing leak-
age, and providing a corrosion-resistant line for the long term.

Structural considerations for sliplining are both short- and long-term. 
Structural integrity of the host must be established and must be stable, 
at least temporarily, during the sliplining. Post-lining structural con-
siderations include the ability to resist the external loading conditions 
in the long term, but sometimes the more critical consideration is the 
line’s capability to resist the grouting pressures during installation. 
Although the grouting pressure is a short-term loading condition, it 
is often more critical than the long-term loading conditions such as 
overburden and live loading from traffic. Therefore, grout pressure and 
uplift created by grouting should be considered. 

In Providence, R.I., potable water lines were rehabilitated using sliplining methods. 

WATER + STORMWATER
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Leaking lines and sinkholes
Leaking lines create many problems for a municipality. Aside from 
excessive treatment of sewerage from infiltration and the need for 
facilities to handle this excessive flow, there is the potential damage 
to streets, buildings, or other structures that the lines pass beneath. 
Engineers attributed a collapse of a sewer in Houston to years of soil 
migration into the joints and cracks in an existing line. Even though 
the line was 40 feet below the ground surface and 30 feet below the 
groundwater table, evidence of the problem was reaching the surface 
and in November 2002 a sinkhole appeared.  

Years of groundwater infiltration had carried fine soils through small 
cracks in the monolithically cast-in-place pipe, weakening and com-
promising the native soil to a point of failure. As the embedment 
worsened, additional cracks developed, causing more infiltration and 
continuing the vicious cycle. This same phenomenon is not isolated to 
Houston. Similar cases have been found recently near Detroit, Tucson, 
New York, and many other cities.

Leaking lines can also cause potential blockage of sewer lines due 
to buildup of the soil or other materials that were “carried” in with 
the leakage. Environmental concerns related to the handling of wet 
weather overflow can compromise safety, not to mention provoke 
fines. For sliplining to be technically viable, the existing embedment 
must be deemed adequate and stable, or must be restored. Products 
with inherent corrosion resistance, favorable hydraulic characteristics, 
and leak-free joints can safeguard against many of the concerns and 
reasons for sliplining.

Hydraulic capacity
After performing an evaluation of the existing line and having begun 
to consider sliplining, the next question usually relates to hydraulics. 
Can a smaller-diameter pipe maintain or increase the flow capacity? 
Yes, in many cases involving larger-diameter pipe this is entirely pos-
sible. Sliplining does decrease diameter but this is usually offset by 

the much-improved hydraulics of the new liner pipe relative to the 
deteriorated existing pipe. Especially in larger diameters, it is not only 
possible but also typical to achieve higher flow capacity once the line 
has been rehabilitated. Maximizing the new inside diameter increases 
hydraulic capacity. 

David Ellett, project manager with BRH-Garver of Houston, witnessed 
the results of hydraulic improvements. “On one installation that began 
midday and ended in the late afternoon when the flow was theoreti-
cally higher, a marked decrease in flow depth occurred. It was obvious 
that the decreased flow depth from the start of the push (insertions 
of slipline pipe) until completion was directly related to the increased 
hydraulic capacity of the liner pipe.” 

Investing in the future
When comparing different materials for trenchless installation such 
as sliplining, it is important to consider the total installed life cycle 
cost of the project. A true cost comparison must also consider the costs 
incurred or avoided throughout the design life of the sewer. The total 
cost includes expenses experienced over the study period to operate, 
maintain, repair (if necessary), and ultimately replace or rehabilitate it, 
not just to purchase and install it.

Taking the time to evaluate the requirements for a pipeline system, 
alternatives for repair, overall cost, and long- and short-term benefits 
will result in superior long-term pipe performance and avoid or defer 
many future costs.  

KIMBERLY PAGGIOLI, P.E., is vice president, Marketing, with HOBAS Pipe USA 
(www.hobaspipe.com).  

Segmental sliplining causes minimal surface disruptions since the pipe can be 
installed in live flow. It’s also possible to reline long distances from a single pit 
location.

A section of existing pipe is removed to allow for insertion of the new, sliplining pipe.  
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Rip rap is a common channel protection method because of its resis-
tance to most flows with appropriate rock size; however, it does have 
significant drawbacks. Material can be expensive, not locally avail-
able, and placement requires heavy equipment. Rip rap channels are 
prone to high maintenance, collection of debris and garbage, erosion at 
boundaries, undermining, and movement.  

Natural vegetated channels are grassed greenways that offer substan-
tially lower maintenance and cost, but are limited in their ability to 
resist moderate-high flows and shear forces even for short durations 
— unless the soils and vegetation can be stabilized.

High-performing vegetated solution
Presto’s GEOWEB 3D confinement system offers protection to chan-
nels with continuous low-flows, as well as moderate-high flow inter-
mittent channels. The system’s 3D network creates check-dams that 
protect the soil layer from hydrological erosive forces and resulting 
erosion that impacts unconfined soils. Cell wall perforations lock up 
with the vegetative root for further stability.

GEOWEB single layer vegetated channels can withstand water flow 
rates of approximately 9 feet/second (2.7 meters/second), more than 

doubling the resistance of typical unsupported vegetated channels (4 
feet/second; 1.2 meters/second). GEOWEB channels can withstand 
even greater velocities — as great as 30 feet/second (9 meters/second) 
— with an overlying turf reinforcement mat (TRM) when fully veg-
etated. This is a significant improvement, essentially doubling perfor-
mance resistance to shear stress and velocities for TRMs and Erosion 
Control Blankets. Rigorous flume testing at Colorado State University 
with varying shear stresses and flow rates substantiated resistance of 
shear stresses as great as 15.9 lbf/ft² (77.6 kgf/m²). 

Vegetated channels versus rip rap
The GEOWEB/TRM system offers the following advantages com-
pared with rip rap for vegetated channels:
• streamlined transition with boundaries — smooth integration with 

boundary reduces undermining and erosion at boundary points;
• greater permeability — ideal for environmental low-impact design; and
• easier integration in landscape plan — less obtrusive and can be incor-

porated as a “soft” solution (i.e., grassed conveyances) with capabilities 
of some hard-armored systems.

Sustainable vegetation in channels can be achieved with the GEOWEB/
TRM system. Applications that benefit include roadside ditches, storm-
water channels, shoreline embankments, dams, spillways, and pond 
overflow systems. The GEOWEB/TRM system is a more sustainable 
and environmentally friendly solution than rip rap for these common 
applications. Presto Geosystems offers full design and specification 
tools and a free project evaluation service to determine applicability.

environment + Sustainability Channel Sponsor: Presto Geosystems | www.prestogeo.com

Geocell/turf reinforcement mat system offers a more 
sustainable solution than rip rap in common applications.

Information provided by Presto Geosystems (www.prestogeo.com). 

Presto’s GEOWEB 3D confinement system’s 3D network creates check-dams 
that protect the soil layer from hydrological erosive forces.

GEOWEB channels can withstand even greater water flow velocities with an 
overlying turf reinforcement mat when fully vegetated.

sustainable 
vegetated channels
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Much like other sustainability systems for buildings and infrastructure, 
Envision — developed and implemented by the Institute for Sustain-
able Infrastructure (ISI; https://sustainableinfrastructure.org) — has a 
rating component. Projects are evaluated against a set of criteria and 
score points based on levels of achievement attained. High scores are 
recognized by four possible award levels — Bronze, Silver, Gold, and 
Platinum. 

Over the years, Envision users, including owners, planners, designers, 
and contractors, have found value in attaining third-party verification. 
They indicate that pursuing Envision verification provides many ben-
efits, including the following: 
• instils community confidence that the project addressed their needs and 

concerns;
• instils rate-payer or tax-payer confidence that their money is being 

spent in their best interest;
• demonstrates that the sustainable achievements of the project are rec-

ognized and considered noteworthy by an independent, internationally 
recognized system; 

• motivates the project team;
• provides an objective measure of sustainable performance; 
• draws attention to the good work being undertaken; 
• emphasizes the importance of tracking performance, collecting docu-

mentation, and following a sound methodology from project inception 
through to construction and operations; and 

• provides a quality control/quality assurance measure to confirm project 
assessments are accurately completed by the appropriate agency/
department/municipality.

Beyond verification, the value of Envision also resides in how it helps 
teams draw important connections between design decisions and how 
one decision or design element can impact the value of another. While 
there are many project examples from which to choose, I have selected 
a small sample of Envision-verified projects to illustrate this point. (To 
see the full list of Envision-verified projects to-date, check out the Proj-
ect Awards page on ISI’s website at https://sustainableinfrastructure.
org/envision/project-awards/#3/48.22/-95.80.) 

Example 1: The Envision-verified Nutrient Management Facility 
(https://sustainableinfrastructure.org/envision/project-awards/nutrient-
management-facility) in Alexandria, Va., built a multi-purpose athletic 
field for the community on top of the facility that will be operated by 
the City of Alexandria’s Department of Recreation, Parks, and Cultural 
Activities. This decision to include a recreational component as part 
of the project led to several positive outcomes. Enhancing existing or 
developing new recreational facilities helps improve overall quality of 
life for the community and, in the case of this project, helped to preserve 
the local character of the community as well as strengthen important 
relationships between the facility operator and city. (Related Envision 
credits in this example include QL1.1 Improve Community Quality of 

verified 
sustainable design

Envision helps engineers better understand 
the impacts of design decisions.

By Melissa Peneycad, ENV SP

Envision Silver-verified runway reconstruction project at the Detroit Metropolitan Wayne County Airport.

https://sustainableinfrastructure.org/envision/project-awards/#3/48.22/-95.80
https://sustainableinfrastructure.org/envision/project-awards/#3/48.22/-95.80
https://sustainableinfrastructure.org/envision/project-awards/nutrient-management-facility
https://sustainableinfrastructure.org/envision/project-awards/nutrient-management-facility
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Life; QL 3.2 Preserve Views and Local Character; and QL3.3 Enhance 
Public Space.)

Example 2: The Grand Bend Area Wastewater Treatment Facil-
ity (http://sustainableinfrastructure.org/envision/project-awards/grand-
bend-area-wastewater-treatment-facility) that serves the municipalities 
of South Huron and Lambton Shores in Ontario, Canada, is another 
example where a project team used Envision to understand the impacts 
of and linkages between design decisions. Building on an existing site 
required a significant amount of fill to elevate the facility. The fill had 
to come from somewhere, and the project team’s decision to obtain it 
onsite provided many opportunities to improve performance. 

For instance, by obtaining the required fill to elevate the facility from 
the project site, the team reduced transportation and environmental 
impacts associated with the movement of soils and other excavated 
materials. The resulting hole was turned into a constructed wetland 
to further buffer treated effluent and to create new habitat to support 
native wildlife. The team further capitalized on this opportunity by 
developing nature trails with interpretive signage to encourage visitors 
to the area. (Related Envision credits in this example include QL3.3 
Enhance Public Space; RA1.6 Reduce Excavated Materials Taken Off 
Site; NW1.1 Preserve Prime Habitat; NW1.2 Protect Wetlands and 
Surface Water; and NW3.1 Preserve Species Diversity.)

Example 3: Reducing the overall energy consumption of an infra-
structure project makes it easier to attain the renewable energy credit 
in Envision. The Envision-verified South Los Angeles Wetland Park 
(http://sustainableinfrastructure.org/envision/project-awards/south-la-
wetland-park) in Los Angeles achieved operational energy reductions 
of at least 70 percent, making it that much easier for the project to meet 
its energy needs through renewable sources. In the case of this project, 
more than 60 percent of the project’s energy needs are provided through 
solar energy. (Related Envision credits in this example include RA2.1 
Reduce Energy Consumption; and RA2.2 Use Renewable Energy.)

Example 4: Extending the useful life of a project can significantly 
impact the monitoring and maintenance of the completed works over 
the long term, as the project team realized for the Runway 4L/22R and 
Associated Taxiways Reconstruction (http://sustainableinfrastructure.

org/envision/project-awards/runway-4l22r-and-associated-taxiways-
reconstruction) at the Detroit Metropolitan Wayne County Airport in 
Michigan. At the outset of this project, the team considered several 
ways to extend the useful life of the project by designing it to be more 
durable, flexible, and resilient. 

For example, the team increased the durability of the runway pavement 
to meet a 30-year design life rather than the Federal Aviation Admin-
istration’s standard of 20 years. In addition to specifying more durable 
paving materials, the team looked at how other project components, 
such as the drainage system, could impact the durability of the pave-
ment. The team also used pre-framed joints to enable easier repairs and 
reduce maintenance costs. These design decisions, considered early on, 
will minimize maintenance requirements over the life of the project. 
(Related Envision credits in this example include LD3.1 Plan for Long-
Term Monitoring and Maintenance; and LD3.3 Extend Useful Life.)

These four examples illustrate some of the relationships among the 
issues addressed by the credits within the Envision system. They also 
serve to highlight how the Envision system can be used by project 
teams to consider how one design decision can impact another. But 
these are a small handful of cases. 

As I write this article, there are 76 projects participating in the Envi-
sion verification program, representing more than $20 billion worth of 
infrastructure assets across the United States and Canada. This number 
does not include the many projects that are using the Envision system 
as a self-assessment tool, nor does it account for projects outside North 
America that are using the system. Quite clearly, the market is seeing 
the value in using the Envision system to help plan, design, build, and 
operate more sustainable projects. 

MELISSA PENEYCAD, ENV SP, is director, Sustainable Projects at the Institute for 
Sustainable Infrastructure (https://sustainableinfrastructure.org). She oversees 
and directs the verification program for the Envision rating system for sustain-
able infrastructure. Her responsibilities also include developing relationships 
with infrastructure owners, designers, and public agencies across Canada and 
the United States, and supporting research and further development of the 
Envision system.

Envision Platinum-verified Nutrient Management Facility in Alexandria, Va.

http://sustainableinfrastructure.org/envision/project-awards/grand-bend-area-wastewater-treatment-facility
http://sustainableinfrastructure.org/envision/project-awards/grand-bend-area-wastewater-treatment-facility
http://sustainableinfrastructure.org/envision/project-awards/south-la-wetland-park
http://sustainableinfrastructure.org/envision/project-awards/south-la-wetland-park
http://sustainableinfrastructure.org/envision/project-awards/runway-4l22r-and-associated-taxiways-reconstruction
http://sustainableinfrastructure.org/envision/project-awards/runway-4l22r-and-associated-taxiways-reconstruction
http://sustainableinfrastructure.org/envision/project-awards/runway-4l22r-and-associated-taxiways-reconstruction
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Cities will need to overhaul their approach to risk management if 
they are to make their infrastructure more resilient to catastrophic 
events, according to a report published by Lloyd’s, the specialist 
insurance and reinsurance market, and global engineering consulting 
firm, Arup.

The report, Future Cities: Building Infrastructure Resilience, finds 
that while risk management remains a priority for cities, it is not 
enough on its own, or on an asset-by-asset basis. Increasingly, city 
officials, investors, and insurers will need to build resilience within 
and between infrastructure systems as a complementary approach to 
address infrastructure risk and uncertainty.

It sets out three new pathways designed to help guide the planning, 
design, construction, and operation of core city infrastructure to 
improve their ability to cope with and recover from disasters:

• Prevent failure — make city infrastructure more resilient to shocks so 
that even if parts of it fail temporarily, the overall system still works;

• Expedite recovery — examine ways in which infrastructure can be 
restarted as quickly as possible post-disaster to save lives and prevent 
further failures; and

• Transform performance — replace damaged infrastructure with a 
more resilient version as part of the rebuilding process.

Lloyd’s considers that the insurance sector could also take collective 
action to work with stakeholders and build greater city resilience in 
nine areas:
• improve data collection;
• use this new data to quantify the risk and help inform stakeholder 

decision-making;
• establish metrics to enable the development of indices and models to 

assess resilience;
• find ways to incentivize investment by making resilience assessments 

available;
• incentivize policyholders to take risk mitigation measures through 

risk-based pricing;
• develop collaborative models and tools that provide a transparent, 

comprehensive, and accessible approach to analyzing and pricing 
risk;

• create indices that can be used by insurers to incorporate levels of 
resilience into the underwriting process;

• share understanding of how the components and stakeholders of 
cities interact and what the key areas and concerns are for each 
stakeholder; and

• consider resilience services that draw on facilities management, 
disaster recovery, build and operate contracts, and insurance.

John Parry, CFO, Lloyd’s, said, “Most global population increases 
are expected to take place in cities that are more at risk from natural 
hazards, and cities in general are exposed to a greater diversity of 
risks than ever before. It is absolutely critical, therefore, that city 
officials, working with insurers and other stakeholders, act to improve 
city resilience. The principles set out in this report represent a new 
approach that could substantially improve infrastructure resilience 
around the world.”

Trevor Maynard, head of Innovation, Lloyd’s, said, “Multiple factors 
build resilience and these should be measured and summarized 
by creating indices. This is essential to enable insurers better to 
incorporate levels of resilience into the underwriting process, which 
would then be expected to recognize and reward the action taken by 
city officials where risk-based pricing is permitted.”

Samantha Stratton-Short, associate director, Arup, said, “Cities 
are complex interconnections of people that rely on infrastructure. 
In order to build resilience in cities, we need to understand the 
performance of the infrastructure that connects, provides, and 
protects society. Using our sector expertise and evidence gathered 
from case studies during and after shock events, we have developed 
principles for enhancing resilience through planning, design, build, 
and operations of infrastructure systems.”

Background
Global exposure to disasters has risen during recent decades. This 
is a trend that is considered likely to continue because most global 
population increases are forecast to take place in Asian and sub-
Saharan African cities, which are more at risk from natural hazards. 
In addition, cities are also exposed to a greater diversity of risks than 
ever before, including rapidly emerging cyber threats and terrorism.

The rising costs of disasters is a growing concern for the public sector 
and the insurance industry alike; direct losses from disasters in the 
last decade are estimated at $1.4 trillion. The Lloyd’s City Risk Index 
found that $4.6 trillion of the projected GDP of 301 of the world’s 
leading cities is at risk from 18 threats over the next decade, and is an 
example of the types of indices the report calls for. Clearly, cities will 
need to mitigate these risks if they are to realize their growth aims, 
but this is a complex task.

Cities are made up of a diverse and complex mix of institutions, 
ecosystems, assets, and infrastructure that are connected and mutually 
interdependent. Disruption to one part of the system — for example, 
utility and transport networks, communications systems, and water 
supplies — can cause failure in other parts, with far-reaching local 
and global implications. 
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This makes assessing city risk extremely challenging — secondary and 
cascading impacts cannot be predicted through traditional approaches 
such as spatial risk assessment. The task is made more difficult by the 
rapid growth and development of infrastructure systems, particularly 
in emerging economies.

While risk management remains a priority for cities, it is arguably not 
enough on its own. Increasingly, city officials, investors, and insurers 
are looking to build resilience as a complementary approach to address 
infrastructure risk and uncertainty. In order to better manage risk 
and recover quickly from future disasters, infrastructure owners and 
operators may need to move beyond asset-by-asset risk management 
to build resilience within, and between, infrastructure systems. This 
requires consideration of how infrastructure performance might 
change when shock or stress events occur.

Methodology 
Through a four-part process, Lloyd’s worked with Arup to develop 
a new set of principles to guide the planning, design, construction, 
and operation of some of the key components of city infrastructure to 
improve resilience:

Literature review — A comprehensive desktop review was undertaken 
to identify how key threats may result in losses, macro-level trends, 
and existing global evidence and research in this space.

Case-study research — Desktop research and a series of informant 

interviews were conducted to identify key events, infrastructure 
system performance, city resilience outcomes, and lessons learned for 
three case studies.

Consultation with key infrastructure sector specialists — Arup 
delivered a workshop for senior infrastructure specialists from across 
transport, energy, water, ICT, and integrated city planning sectors to 
develop principles for enhancing infrastructure resilience through 
planning, design, and operation.

Insurance sector consultation — Lloyd’s delivered a collaborative 
workshop involving city-sector experts and insurance practitioners 
to discuss key research findings and identify potential implications 
and considerations for the insurance industry. This resulted in a series 
of recommended next steps that could help the insurance industry 
contribute to making cities and infrastructure more resilient.

Lloyd’s and Arup intended this study to add to understanding of city 
resilience, stimulate new ideas, and raise new research questions, and 
to guide stakeholders with an interest in ensuring that tomorrow’s cities 
are built on resilient foundations. Continued innovation, reflection, 
and collaboration across sectors and industries are critical to address 
constraints in support of more resilient, inclusive, prosperous cities.

Read the full report at www.lloyds.com/cityresilience. 

Information provided by Lloyd's (www.lloyds.com). 
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The state of U.S. infrastructure and need for funding to improve it has 
been highlighted through efforts of national engineering organizations 
such as the American Society of Civil Engineers’ Infrastructure Report 
Card and the American Council of Engineering Companies’ advocacy 
for robust infrastructure investment. These organizations and others 
have identified work on bridges as a significant need and provided data 
in the form of structural deficiency ratings to validate their findings (25 
Years of U.S. Bridge Data Reveals Steady Condition Improvements, 
Big Challenges Ahead; http://csengineermag.com/25-years-of-u-s-
bridge-data-reveals-steady-condition-improvements-big-challenges-
ahead).  

In addition, agencies such as the Washington State Department of 
Transportation are confronted with a need to replace many culverts 
with short-span bridges as a result of its 2013 federal court injunction 
related to required improvement to waterways that impede aquatic or-
ganism (fish) passage.

The direct construction costs and societal impacts — delays, alternate 
routes, etc. — required to replace deficient culverts and short-span 
bridges are well known and infrastructure-replacement programs have 
been funded assuming these costs are fixed. Fortunately, industry has 
scrutinized this need and harnessed well-known engineering principles 
for soil-structure interaction analysis and design of culverts to develop 
corrugated structural steel plate buried bridge systems (buried bridges) 
that are installed for a fraction of the cost and with many other advan-
tages compared with conventional short-span and medium-span high-
way bridge structures.

These reasons provided impetus for efforts by the Transportation 
Research Board (TRB) Technical Committee AFF70 Culverts and 
Hydraulic Structures that I chair to establish a buried bridges sub-
committee tasked with addressing necessary research for the transpor-
tation industry. A 2014 TRB webinar introduced the concept of buried 
bridges and a follow-up 2016 webinar introduced the structural design 

methods, along with applications and case studies (http://www.trb.
org/Calendar/Blurbs/174243.aspx). This article defines buried bridg-
es, identifies typical applications, and provides guidance to engineers 
on the structural design and inspection of structural steel plate buried 
bridges.

A buried bridge is a buried structure supporting a roadway that derives 
its support from the interaction of the structure and surrounding soil 
with an unsupported span (bridge length) greater than 20 feet. Structur-
al steel plate buried bridge shapes include round, ellipse, arch, or box 
geometries. The structural steel plate has common corrugation sizes 
of 6 by 2 inches for shallow-corrugated plate and 15 by 5-1/2 inches, 
16 by 6 inches, or 20 by 9-1/2 inches for deep-corrugated plate. Plates 
are manufactured in various sizes and at required radii and are bolted 
together onsite. ASTM A761 provides material properties for plates, 
bolts, and nuts and ASTM A796 provides design information. Typical 
plate yield strengths range from 33,000 psi to 44,000 psi and typical 
zinc-coated plate thicknesses range from 0.111 inch to 0.505 inch.

Open-bottom buried bridges have a structural plate wall supported on 
footings and are surrounded by soil up to the roadway elevation, al-
lowing placement of conventional flexible (hot-mix asphalt) or rigid 
(concrete) paving. The term “buried” is used to identify the need for 
design and analysis methods that consider static soil-structure interac-
tion (SSI). The term “bridge” is used to distinguish these structures 
from culverts and to indicate that the unsupported spans exceed 20 
feet, and in some cases approach 100-foot span, requiring the same 
safety considerations as conventional bridges. Buried bridges must be 
inspected at regular intervals not to exceed 24 months in accordance 
with the Federal Highway Administration (FHWA) National Bridge In-
spection Standards (NBIS) 23 CFR 650.311 (a) – routine inspections.

Buried bridges are appropriate for the same applications as short-span 
and medium-span conventional highway and low-volume road bridg-
es, including new installations, replacement of existing bridges, or for 

structural steel plate 

buried bridges
Analysis of soil-structure interaction and culvert design 
harnessed to develop a lower-cost alternative to 
short- and medium-span bridges.
By Jesse L. Beaver, P.E., P.Eng.

A buried bridge is a buried structure supporting a roadway that derives its support 
from the interaction of the structure and surrounding soil with an unsupported span 
(bridge length) greater than 20 feet

End treatments are designed independently from the buried bridge structure and may 
support skews and bevels, or provide for any selected architectural finish. 
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bridge rehabilitation. Specific applications include use for restricted site 
access and remote locations, staged construction and curved applica-
tions, wildlife and aquatic crossings, pedestrian access tunnels, emer-
gency or temporary detours, as a single-span solution to daylight multi-
cell culverts, and for cases of extreme live loadings such as heavy mine 
vehicles or runways. 

Advantages relative to conventional bridges include reduced costs, ac-
celerated design process with production of project specifications and 
drawings of two to three weeks total, rapid shop fabrication and reduced 
materials shipment needs, accelerated bridge construction (ABC) with 
one- to three-day installations, reduced onsite manpower and expertise 
for installation, adaptable architectural end treatments, improved en-
vironmental characteristics including resilience and sustainability by 
use of onsite materials for backfill, significantly reduced maintenance 
with no bridge deck and no expansion joint, and increased tolerance 
for foundation settlement, often allowing reuse of existing foundations.

Design includes evaluation of the function and site constraints to select 
buried bridge size and shape, evaluation of durability needs, appropri-
ate SSI parameters, and specification/design of end treatments. Buried 
bridge size is typically specified by rise and span and is determined by 
the necessary hydraulic opening or roadway clearance envelope. The 
length is determined by the required crossing (roadway width), water-
way alignment, and selected end treatments.

Buried bridge structural design guidance is provided in the American 
Association of State Highway and Transportation Officials (AASHTO) 
Load and Resistance Factor Design (LRFD) Bridge Design Specifica-
tions, Section 12. Design combinations consider soil dead loads (weight 
of soil over the buried bridge) and vehicle live loads (AASHTO HL-93, 
similar to conventional bridges) as shown in AASHTO Section 3. For 
open-bottom arch sections, AASHTO Section 10 provides guidance for 
foundation design.  

Live loads are assumed to be distributed over the height of the fill from 
the pavement surface to the top of the buried bridge structure such that 
the design live load patch applied to the top of the buried structure is 
larger than the load patch applied at the pavement surface, but with the 
same total magnitude. This approach is similar to distribution width 
calculations used for live loads on conventional bridges. Buried bridge 
structural design assumes a long bridge length (not span), allowing de-
sign of a 2D cross-section, similar to culverts. End treatments are de-
signed independently from the buried bridge structure and may support 
skews and bevels, or provide for any selected architectural finish.

Buried bridge structural design of shallow-corrugated arches (AAS-
HTO Section 12.7) is based on compression thrust in the wall and in-
cludes evaluation of the wall area yield, global buckling, capacity of the 
bolted seams, and minimum flexibility for safe installation and backfill. 
Design for thrust in each leg of the arch uses closed-form solutions, 
where demand thrust in each leg (each side) is calculated as half of the 
total soil load and live load on the arch. Wall area capacity is based on 
material yield times the wall area. Buckling capacity is determined us-
ing equations accounting for a soil-supported structure. Bolted seam 
compression strengths are determined in physical testing and published 

in ASTM A796 for the range of available corrugation sizes, plate thick-
nesses, and bolt diameters. Maximum allowable plate flexibility is cal-
culated based on the wall flexural (bending) stiffness and is limited to 
values found to be safe in practice for corrugated plate long-span buried 
bridge structures.

Structural design of shallow-corrugated boxes (AASHTO Section 12.9) 
is based on evaluating bending due to the large radius (relatively flat) 
top plate. These structures often include circumferential stiffener ele-
ments (ribs) with added bending capacity and may also include buried 
concrete relieving slabs in the soil above the box to reduce the effects of 
concentrated live loads on the buried bridge. AASHTO provides equa-
tions to design these structures and has geometry limits (span and radius 
combinations) for the overall structure and for plate sections.

Structural design of deep-corrugated structures (AASHTO Section 
12.8.9) is based on evaluating the interaction of compression thrust 
and bending, global buckling, and seam strengths and requires rigor-
ous evaluation of the SSI using finite element analysis (FEA). Two-
dimensional (2D) FEA is acceptable for most applications. The FHWA 
developed the computer program CANDE (Culvert Analysis and De-
sign) specifically for design of buried culverts (of all spans) and it has 
the necessary soil and buried bridge material models to complete buried 

When conditions include significantly varying structure geometries, special loadings, 
or change in backfill conditions along the structure length, 3D FEA may be required to 

calculate the demand forces for the AASHTO design method.

Specific applications include use for cases of extreme live loadings such as heavy 
mine vehicles and machinery. 
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bridge designs. When conditions include significantly varying structure 
geometries, special loadings, or change in backfill conditions along the 
structure length, 3D FEA may be required to calculate the demand forc-
es for the AASHTO design method.

Construction of buried bridges requires onsite inspection, similar to 
conventional bridges. Manufacturers and suppliers of the structural 
plate provide the installation and monitoring instructions, which typi-
cally include measuring structure deflection throughout the backfill and 
verifying backfill type and compaction. Buried bridges may be load 
rated using the same approach that is used for conventional highway 
bridges in combination with the use of 2D FEA SSI.  

In service, these structures are inspected using methods developed for 
culvert systems (see Final Report for NCHRP 14-26, Development 
of the New Culvert and Storm Drain System Inspection Manual, J.L. 

Beaver and M.C. Richie, 2016), which is currently balloting through 
AASHTO for publication as the AASHTO Culvert and Storm Drain 
Inspection Guide.  

Further information on application and design of buried bridges can be 
obtained from the National Corrugated Steel Pipe Association (http://
ncspa.org), the Short Span Steel Bridge Alliance (www.shortspansteel-
bridges.org), or from TRB AFF70 (www.trb.org/AFF70/AFF70.aspx; 
Chair: Jesse L. Beaver). 

Cool pavements can help keep cities cool, but according to research from 
the Department of Energy’s Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory 
(Berkeley Lab), many reflective pavements have some unexpected 
drawbacks relative to conventional pavements when considering the 
entire life cycle of the materials.

Scientists in Berkeley Lab’s Heat Island Group, in collaboration with 
the University of California Pavement Research Center (UCPRC), the 
University of Southern California (USC), and thinkstep Inc., conducted 
life cycle assessments of conventional and cool pavements. Looking 

not all cool pavements 
are created equal

Berkeley Lab finds that the choice of pavement material can 
significantly impact carbon emissions, creates 

decision tool for cities to use.

JESSE L. BEAVER, P.E., P.ENG., principal and vice president with Simpson Gumpertz 
& Heger (SGH; www.sgh.com), is a soil-structure interaction engineering 
consultant specializing in the performance of buried structures, structural 
materials, and bridge construction. Prior to joining SGH, he served as assistant 
state construction engineer, Bridge, with the Washington State Department of 
Transportation. He can be contacted at jlbeaver@sgh.com.  

Berkeley Lab Heat Island Group researchers (from left) Pablo Rosado, 
Ronnen Levinson, and Mel Pomerantz. Photo: Marilyn Chung/Berkeley Lab
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at the technologies over a span of 50 years, including manufacture, 
installation, use, and disposal/recycling, they found that the extra energy 
and emissions embodied in cool pavement materials usually exceed the 
expected energy and emissions savings from reduced space conditioning 
(cooling and heating) in buildings.

“This study provides an important perspective on the trade-offs of cool 
pavements and gives cities a tool to understand them for their particular 
setting,” said Berkeley Lab researcher Haley Gilbert. “I cannot go to a 
city and say, ‘Cool pavements are good,’ without letting them know that 
there could be negative environmental consequences from deployment.”

Reflective pavements have been considered as one of several strategies 
to mitigate what are known as urban heat islands, in which daytime 
temperatures rise due, in part, to dark, dry infrastructure such as roads 
and buildings. Other cooling strategies include urban trees, which provide 
shade, and reflective roofs and walls, which absorb less sunlight. The 
payoff for all three is the energy saved on air conditioning.

The research produced a decision-support tool that cities can download 
and use to estimate the energy and environmental consequences of 
various pavement types. The initial study was funded by the California 
Air Resources Board and the California Department of Transportation.

Researchers then used the decision tool they created to conduct case 
studies in Los Angeles and Fresno, Calif. Their paper, “Energy and 
environmental consequences of a cool pavement campaign,” will be 
published in the journal Energy and Buildings; Gilbert is the lead author, 
and co-authors include Pablo Rosado, Dev Millstein, and Ronnen 
Levinson of Berkeley Lab as well as collaborators from UCPRC, USC, 
and the New York City Mayor’s Office of Sustainability.

Key concepts that were not considered in this study include the economic 
and health effects of cool pavements, and potential emissions savings from 
vehicle-road interactions (for example, smoother roads may translate to 
small improvements in fuel efficiency).

Cooling cities in a warming climate
Pavements, including roads and parking lots, can cover one-third or 
more of a typical U.S. city, and previous studies have shown that cool 
pavements can reduce a city’s average outside air temperature by around 
0.5 degrees Celsius, depending on the extent of deployment, city size, and 
city location. These air temperature reductions have also been projected 
to improve local air quality by reducing smog formation and ozone 
concentration.

Reducing the urban heat island effect is becoming increasingly important 
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as cities prepare for future warming. However, researchers and cities 
want to identify the most effective cooling strategies, Gilbert said.

Asphalt versus concrete versus coatings
By far, the most common urban pavement material is asphalt, which 
is dark and has a low solar reflectance, or “albedo.” Portland cement 
concrete is lighter in color and has a higher albedo. However, the high-
temperature process for making cement is more energy and carbon 
intensive than the production of asphalt from petroleum.

In addition to traditional asphalt and concrete, researchers also assessed 
several other material alternatives, such as reflective coatings and the use 
of industrial waste products such as slag and fly ash to replace some of the 
energy-intensive cement in cement concrete. UCPRC and thinkstep Inc. 
calculated the energy and emissions associated with pavement materials 
and construction.

USC researchers applied a regional climate model to California, and 
Berkeley Lab ran simulations of building energy consumption. Pavement 
albedo affects buildings directly by reflecting more or less sunlight to 
nearby buildings and indirectly by changing the outside air temperature.

Researchers found that, in most cases, the extra energy embodied in the 
cool material was far greater than the energy savings from increasing the 
albedo. “Over the life cycle of the pavement, the 
pavement material matters substantially more than 
the pavement reflectance,” Levinson said. “I was 
surprised to find that over 50 years, maintaining 
a reflective coating would require over six times 
as much energy as a slurry seal. The slurry seal is 
only rock and asphalt, which requires little energy 
to produce, while the reflective coating contains 
energy-intensive polymer.”

These “bottom up” results from modeling were in 
line with a separate “top down” study by researcher 
Melvin Pomerantz, also in Berkeley Lab’s Heat 
Island Group. Using data on electricity supplied 
to an entire city by its power company on hot 
days and on mild days, Pomerantz calculated the 
maximum possible electrical energy savings and 
avoided carbon dioxide emissions in seven warm 
cities in California.

The result was an annual decrease in electricity 
use of less than 1 kilowatt-hour per square meter 
of cooler pavement. This translated to monetary 
savings from energy conservation of less than 60 
cents per year and avoided CO² of less than 1 cent 
per year. If the annualized extra cost of making a 
square meter of cooler pavement is less than this, 
the pavement is cost-effective. His results were 
published recently in the journal Urban Climate 
under the title, “Are cooler surfaces a cost-effect 
mitigation of urban heat islands?”

“This particular analysis has not been done before,” Pomerantz said. “It’s 
important to know what does not work, as well as what does work. Not 
every city should have white pavements.”

The good news: global cooling effect
Levinson noted one benefit to consider: global cooling. Making roads 
more reflective and thereby sending more sunlight back to space helps 
cool the planet, offsetting some of the atmospheric warming caused by 
greenhouse gas emissions.

“The one-time global cooling benefit of cool pavements is substantially 
larger than the 50-year life cycle carbon penalty or savings,” he said.

What’s more, as cities get warmer, there may be benefits in both comfort 
and health that result from cooler pavements. This aspect was not part of 
the current research.

The study has also shown that technological innovation has a role to 
play. “The development of lower-energy, lower-carbon cool pavement 
solutions is still necessary,” Levinson said.

Visit www.crsi.org for design guides, best practices  
documents, field publications, and more!
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Information provided by Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory (www.lbl.gov). 
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Technology is catching up to the large-scale needs of engineers. Drones 
and other portable technology such as robots can now aid engineers in 
addressing an infrastructure’s risk and making necessary repairs. Used 
for a broad series of applications, drones, robotics, and the Internet of 
Things promise to change the way civil and structural engineers work 
and fix problems.

Portable technology is changing the way infrastructure is managed 
and repaired. Reduced project times, increased worker safety, and 
improved management of repairs and maintenance for roads, bridges, 
energy sources, and more are all benefits from using these three types of 
portable technology.

Drones
Unmanned Aerial Vehicles (UAVs) offer reliable risk assessment and 
repair services. The use of drones for the U.S. energy system provides a 
unique set of benefits.

For years, power plants have used drones to inspect boilers, stacks, 
and towers. Data is transmitted through video cameras, plus LiDAR, 
multispectral, hyperspectral, and infrared images. High-definition 
video resolutions, such as 4k, provide engineers a clear, crisp view of 
a structure.

The Fukushima power plant site, for example, uses drones to provide 
visuals of reactor damage, plus to gather information on radiation rates 
and to make repairs instead of workers (https://www.allaboutcircuits.
com/news/one-way-journey-for-drones-the-fukushima-incident). 

Renewable energy outlets also rely on drones to inspect wind turbine 
blades and solar photovoltaic panels. Inspections previously required the 
expensive upfront cost of helicopters or cranes to check a turbine. With 
drones, users only need to use these pricier methods when necessary, 
such as for repairs.

Robotics
Infrastructure inspection robots provide more efficient, effective, and 
thorough assessments than traditional methods for reviewing water-
related infrastructure.

Bridge, port, dam, and waterway inspections are often time-consuming 
due to water conditions, which can limit a dive team’s visuals. Robots 

using acoustic imaging provide a visual to the above-ground team, 
plus a rotating camera for a live image of the structure (https://www.
deeptrekker.com/underwater-bridge-inspections). 

If a dive team goes in, the robot can monitor and live stream the team’s 
progress. Most underwater robots are designed to move laterally with 
vector thrusters to avoid moving with the current and away from the 
worksite.

Internet of Things
The Internet of Things (IoT) is designed as a monitoring assistant to 
engineers. Smart sensors and wireless technology tools all send or 
upload information to a connected network — the IoT.

Engineers can access sensor status updates from almost any type of 
infrastructure, from a bridge or dam to a roadway or wastewater plant. 
Simultaneous monitoring saves time and prioritizes which problems 
need to be solved sooner rather than later.

Types of sensors include temperature, pressure, water quality, level 
sensors, and proximity sensors, which can be used in water treatment 
facilities, airports, and waste management.

Research for infrastructure repair technology
Research continues for ways to use portable technology to improve the 
repair and maintenance process for civil and structural engineers.

New, advanced sensors are in development to detect infrastructure 
corrosion and damage while providing more information to the engineer 
receiving the status alert. Other sensors would act as beta testers to assess 
a structure’s quality before it’s fully constructed. Sensing vibration, 
the sensors would score the initial structure’s strength and reliability, 
allowing engineers to make adjustments.

Robotics research promises interesting developments in infrastructure 
repair technology. A $6.4 million research project, for example, 
is studying how to build a system of robots to handle minor road 
maintenance assignments (http://newatlas.com/maintenance-drones-
repair-cities-leeds/40008). It’s a setup that would allow engineers to 
focus on larger, more complex repair projects versus smaller, regular 
maintenance tasks.

Drones and other portable technologies aid 
engineers in addressing risk and repairs.

By Megan Ray Nichols

UAV + SURVEYINGChannel Sponsor: SUAS Global | www.suas-global.com

portable technology 
for infrastructure

https://www.deeptrekker.com/underwater-bridge-inspections
https://www.deeptrekker.com/underwater-bridge-inspections
https://www.allaboutcircuits.com/news/one-way-journey-for-drones-the-fukushima-incident
https://www.allaboutcircuits.com/news/one-way-journey-for-drones-the-fukushima-incident
http://newatlas.com/maintenance-drones-repair-cities-leeds/40008
http://newatlas.com/maintenance-drones-repair-cities-leeds/40008
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Using robots as a form of infrastructure security in response to increased 
terrorism concerns is another research endeavor. Engineers would 
develop 3D elevation and obstacle maps for robots to learn and then 
patrol these maps in teams. Two modes of patrol would be available — a 
basic or a threat response mode. If a threat response were initiated, the 
team would re-route to the responding robot.

Drones and the IoT combine in ongoing research for managing 
roads and traffic (http://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/
S2046043016300533). Drones would monitor traffic patterns using 
long-lasting hydrogen fuel cells. In cities and for major highways, this 
data would upload to the IoT for evaluation. Engineers would then utilize 
this information for future road designs or city layouts.

Portable technology is essential for civil engineers in the U.S. The 
country’s infrastructure system has reached a massive scale, yet continues 
to degrade and breakdown because of mismanagement. Drones, robotics, 
and the IoT each offer ways for structures to be managed, monitored, 
and maintained effectively and efficiently by engineers. With portable 
technology, engineers can work smarter to assess infrastructure risks and 
determine which structures need repairs first.

MEGAN RAY NICHOLS is a freelance science writer. She can be contacted at nich-
olsrmegan@gmail.com. Read more of her blogs at www.schooledbyscience.
com/about. 

The Trimble Catalyst software-defined Global Navigation Satellite System 
(GNSS) receiver for Android devices is now available through Trimble’s 
global distribution network. Customers can now access Positioning-as-a-
Service to collect geo-location data with Trimble or third-party apps on 
smartphones, tablets, and mobile handhelds. When combined with a small, 
lightweight, plug-and-play digital antenna and subscription to the Catalyst 
service, the receiver provides on-demand GNSS positioning capabilities 
to transform consumer devices into centimeter-accurate mobile data 
collection systems.

Catalyst extends the accessibility of Trimble’s high-accuracy positioning 
to a broader base of users with only a few components:
• any location-enabled mobile app;
• a Catalyst subscription, with accuracy options ranging from one-meter to 

centimeter level; and
• Trimble’s small, lightweight DA1 antenna that plugs directly into Android 

smartphones and tablets.

“Our goal has always been to extend the accessibility of high-accuracy 
positioning to a broader base of geospatial and non-geospatial 
professionals,” said Ron Bisio, vice president of Trimble Geospatial. 

“Trimble Catalyst represents a new era of GNSS technology by making 
high-precision positioning a reality for new user segments around the 
world. With economical on-demand service, it puts high-accuracy in the 
palm of anyone’s hand — it’s revolutionary.”

The Trimble Catalyst solution includes a software development kit (SDK) 
for building mobile applications with integrated professional workflows. 
Both Trimble and third-party development teams have produced a range 
of Catalyst-enabled applications for GIS data acquisition, cadastral land 
management, topographic mapping, and ground control for unmanned 
aircraft systems (UAVs).

“Trimble is enabling us to deliver better solutions for our customers thanks 
to the level of integration that the SDK provides,” said Paul Brodin of 
Korec Group. “It allows us to provide sophisticated solutions that are 
innovative, easy to use, and remove the technical complexity associated 
with high-accuracy workflows.”

Catalyst-enabled apps for Android can be found in the Google Play Store.

Trimble offers high-accuracy, 
on-demand Positioning-as-a-Service.

Information provided by Trimble’s Geospatial Division (www.trimble.com/indus-
tries/geospatial/index.aspx).

The DA1 antenna plugs directly into Android 
smartphones and tablets.

When combined with a small, lightweight, plug-and-play digital antenna and 
subscription to the Catalyst service, the receiver provides on-demand GNSS 

positioning capabilities to transform consumer devices into 
centimeter-accurate mobile data collection systems.

MOBILE DATA 
collection

uav + surveying
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Carlson Software released the 2017 version of its free Precision 3D 
Land XML viewer, which has the ability to add textures to any LandXML 
file and upgrade it to a LandXML-2.0 version file. Advancements also 
include 3D image thumbnails that generate automatically in Windows File 
Explorer, allowing users to preview files before opening. 

P3D LandXML aligns with Carlson Precision 3D products and comes with 
a demo for Carlson P3D. The P3D product line, which provides a way to 
create preliminary designs and communicate within projects, comprises 
three companion products — P3D Drill & Blast, P3D Hydro, and P3D Topo.

The new Precision 3D LandXML allows users to load multiple point cloud 
files at once, apply bare ground classification and outlier filters just like 
P3D 2017 Topo. Users can also use the measure tool and draw polylines on 
the point clouds, gaining 3D visualization to the measurements. 

Functionality features include the ability to:
• open LandXML files;
• generate Windows 3D thumbnail shell extension for LandXML, TIN, GRD, 

and P3D files;
• drag and drop files;
• draw/edit polylines;

• Texture Surface using closed polylines;
• Auto Texture Surface for quick area detection and texturing;
• insert 3D objects (OBJ and SKP files);
• use measure commands; and
• save LandXML files as 2.0.

The 2017 version adds support for volume parcels, alignment, parcel 
and plan featuring round tripping with colors, embedded 3D objects, and 
improved auto texturing. Minor changes have been posted to the proposed 
LandXML-2.0 schema to support x, y, z scaling of 3D objects.

REGISTER BEFORE  
SEPT. 15 & SAVE $200!     

www.expouav.com

info@expouav.com                  Diversified Communications  
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• Hensel Phelps • Jacobs • KBR • Kiewit • MN DOT  
• Mortenson Construction • Nevada DOT • PCL Construction  
• Skanska • Turner Industries Group • US Bureau of Reclamation 
• Walsh Group • Woolpert

THE WESTGATE RESORT  |  LAS VEGAS  |  OCT. 24–26, 2017

Download Free Report at  
expouav.com/free-reports-2017

How are Civil 
Infrastructure   
Professionals Using 
Drones in 2017?

WF_233318_uav17_civil_structural_engineer.indd   1 7/13/17   10:13 AM

The new Precision 3D LandXML allows users to load multiple point cloud files at once.

working in 3D 
Carlson Software adds point cloud viewing in free LandXML viewer.

Information provided by Carlson Software, Inc. (www.carlsonsw.com).
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Shortly after lasers were first developed in the 1960s, LiDAR 
capitalized on the newly unique precision they offered for measuring 
both time and distance. LiDAR quickly became the standard method for 
3D land surveys and is now used in many other sensing applications, 
such as self-driving cars.

As laser and electronic technology evolved, LiDAR’s abilities adapted 
to overcome several limitations and obscuring effects unavoidably 
produced by real environments, such as dynamic weather patterns. With 
a specially designed laser system and a new methodology based on 
gated digital holography, research from the Naval Research Laboratory 
in Washington, D.C., provides a method to give LiDAR an enhanced 
ability to see through otherwise obscuring elements of terrain like 
foliage or netting. 
 
“This was an attempt to address one of the problems with something 
called foliage-penetrating LiDAR,” said Paul Lebow from the Naval 
Research Laboratory, who presented this work at The Optical Society’s 
Imaging and Applied Optics Congress in June. “You can actually use 

it to detect three-dimensional images behind an obscuration such as a 
tree canopy, for instance, in a disaster relief situation where you wanted 
to find people in trouble. You can illuminate using LiDAR through the 
leaves and get enough light coming back through to be able to recreate a 
three-dimensional, topographic view of what’s going on beneath.”
 
Until now, LiDAR measurements of surfaces hidden behind foliage 
have been difficult to acquire. A majority of the original light in these 
cases gets thrown away, as far as the camera detecting light from the 
ground is concerned, since the light hitting the leaves never reaches 
the ground in the first place. Moreover, the light blocked, and therefore 
reflected, before getting to the ground often overpowers the signal 
hitting the camera and hides the fainter signal that does make it to the 
ground and back.
 
“We have been working with a process called optical phase conjugation 
for quite some time and it dawned on us that we might be able to use 
that process to essentially project a laser beam through the openings 
of the leaves and be able to see through a partial obscuration,” Lebow 
said. “It was something that until maybe the last five years was not 
viable just because the technology wasn’t really there. The stuff we had 
done about 20 years ago involved using a nonlinear optical material 
and was a difficult process. Now everything can be done using digital 
holography and computer-generated holograms, which is what we do.”
 
This new system uses a specially designed laser that alone took a 
year and a half to develop, but was a necessary component according 
to Lebow and his colleague, Abbie Watnik, who is also at the Naval 
Research Laboratory and another of the work’s authors.
 

seeing the forest
through the trees

Naval Research Laboratory researchers use gated digital 
holography methods to develop foliage-penetrating LiDAR.

LiDAR measurements of surfaces hidden behind foliage have been difficult to acquire.

uav + surveying
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“The real key to making our system work is the interference between 
two laser beams on the sensor. We send one laser beam out to the target 
and then it returns, and at the exact same time that return [beam] hits 
the detector, we interfere it locally with another laser beam,” Watnik 
said. “We need complete coherence between those beams such that they 
interfere with one another, so we had to have a specially designed laser 
system to ensure that we would get that coherence when they interfere 
on the camera.”
 
Using a pulsed laser with pulse widths of several nanoseconds, and gated 
measurements with similar time resolution, the holographic system 
selectively blocks the earliest-to-arrive light reflecting off obscurations. 
The camera then only measures light coming back from the partially 
hidden surface below.
 
“We’ve done this earlier using a CW (continuous-wave) laser as a demo, 
but now we’re using a pulsed laser and a very fast gated sensor that can 
turn on at the appropriate time to basically only let us respond to the 
light coming from where we want it to come from, from the target,” 
Lebow said. “The laser is designed so that the time difference between 
the local reference pulse and the signal pulse that comes back from the 
target is completely adjustable to accommodate distances from a few 
feet to several kilometers.”
 
“Which means,” Watnik said, “we can use this laser system both in our 
lab on our tabletop setup, as well as outside in the field, using the same 
laser operating in that range.”
 

This preliminary, laboratory-based system has provided substantial 
evidence of its power and potential real-world value. Using a perforated 
index card to pose as (lab-safe) foliage, not only was the group able 
to image what the holed index card would have otherwise hidden, but 
their modeling was also able to recreate the topology of the would-be 
“foliage.”
 
“We were able to verify what our computer model says using our real 
data — matching it to what we actually see using the spatial light 
modulator, so I think that was an interesting verification of our results,” 
Watnik said.
 
Watnik and Lebow, along with their research team, hope to continue 
with the project and make the adaptations to their prototype necessary 
to making the foliage-penetrating LiDAR system field-ready.
 
“That would be our next plan, if we got funding for it,” Lebow said. 
“There have been several other follow-on projects, not specifically for 
LiDAR, such as beam steering and other digital holographic work that 
we’re doing for imaging through fog and turbid water based on very 
similar properties and principles.”

Information provided by The Optical Society, a professional organization for 
scientists, engineers, students, and business leaders who fuel discoveries, 
shape applications, and accelerate achievements in the science of light                 
(www.osa.org).  
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SPECIFY

03. HDPE conduit standards

The Plastics Pipe Institute (PPI) published a 
comprehensive reference guide to the many existing 
industry high-density polyethylene (HDPE) conduit 
standards. The new document, Technical Note 50 
(TN-50), Guide to Specifying HDPE Conduit, is 
available free at http://plasticpipe.org/pdf/tn-50-guide-
to-specifying-hdpe-conduit.pdf. The guide includes 
details on ASTM, NEMA and UL standards for HDPE 
conduit; clarifies differences between HDPE water 
pipe and conduit standards; provides a table for proper 
selection of standards based on conduit diameter and 
wall-type; contains a flow chart illustrating ways to 
find relevant standards for a specific application; and 
has multiple sources noted for further assistance.
Plastics Pipe Institute
www.plasticpipe.org/power-comm   

01. UNDERSLAB INSULATION

ACH Foam Technologies’ Foam-Control PLUS+ 
architectural insulation is available in 15- to 60-psi 
compressive strengths with R-values from R4.2 to 
R4.5. It can be used for underslab or for wall insulation 
applications. Foam-Control PLUS+ is a closed cell 
polystyrene insulation that is resistant to moisture 
gain, allowing moisture vapor to move through its 
structure and rapidly releasing absorbed moisture, 
according to the company. It can be used with in-
floor radiant heating. It is the first EPS insulation on 
the market available in uniform pre-scored pieces, 
increasing the ease and flexibility of installation.

ach foam technologies
www.achfoam.com

02. geotextile-encased columns

HUESKER said its Ringtrac Geotextile Encased 
Columns (GEC) offer a reliable means of ensuring 
column integrity for the transmission of loads 
in extremely soft ground. The geotextile sleeve 
allows accommodation of high vertical loads by 
compensating for the lack of lateral support to the 
granular columns from the soft soil. Given that the 
dewatering effect of the GECs (mega-drains) vastly 
speeds up consolidation times, more than 90 percent 
of settlement takes place during the construction 
period. Furthermore, creep settlement is reduced by as 
much as 50 percent compared to unimproved ground, 
the company said.

huesker
www.huesker.com 

04. Stormwater 
filtration system

Performance of Oldcastle Stormwater Solutions’ PerkFilter media filtration 
system for stormwater treatment was verified by the New Jersey Corporation for 
Advanced Technology (NJCAT), and certified by the New Jersey Department of 
Environmental Protection (NJDEP) as an approved stormwater treatment device 
based on the NJCAT verification. PerkFilter is certified for at least 80 percent 
removal of total suspended solids (TSS) in accordance with the NJDEP filtration 
protocol. Each standard 18-inch-tall PerkFilter cartridge can treat as much as 18 
gallons per minute of stormwater runoff. The system uses physical and chemical 
treatment processes such as sedimentation, filtration, and sorption to remove TSS, 
metals, nutrients, gross solids, trash, debris, and petroleum hydrocarbons.

Oldcastle Stormwater Solutions
www.oldcastlestormwater.com

05. Light 
steel framing 
connector

The Steel Network, Inc.’s DriftTrak Headed Stud integrates directly into a slab 
before concrete is placed. The headed studs come preinstalled to the DriftTrak and 
function as the attachment to the slab instead of welding to the pour stop or use 
of PAFs. Once concrete is poured, the DriftTrak is ready to support steel framing 
using any DriftTrak Bypass clip (DTSLB or DTLB) to accommodate vertical 
deflection and lateral drift requirements in floor slab bypass conditions. DriftTrak 
Headed Stud can also be used to better facilitate panel installation by attaching 
DrifTrak Bypass clips to the panel and sliding the panel onto the DriftTrack during 
installation.

The Steel Network, Inc.
www.steelnetwork.com 

http://plasticpipe.org/pdf/tn-50-guide-to-specifying-hdpe-conduit.pdf
http://plasticpipe.org/pdf/tn-50-guide-to-specifying-hdpe-conduit.pdf
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09. Retaining 
wall color

08. Custom pipe fittings

VERSA-LOK Midwest added a new color, Lakeshore Blend, to several retaining 
wall product lines that are manufactured at Willow Creek Concrete Products in 
Kimball and Faribault, Minn. Inspired by the rocky shorelines of Lake Superior 
and northern Minnesota lakes, Lakeshore Blend is a distinctive three-color blend of 
warm and cool tones. The Lakeshore Blend color also is designed to complement 
Willow Creek Paving Stones Lakeshore Blend pavers. VERSA-LOK Standard 
and Caps in regular and weathered textures are available in the new Lakeshore 
Blend color. The color also will be available for VERSA-LOK Cobble, Accent, 
Half-Units, and Backsplit in regular and weathered textures.

Hobas Pipe USA’s new custom-manufactured water 
jet saw for its centrifugally cast, fiberglass-reinforced, 
polymer mortar (CCFRPM) pipe products accurately 
cuts pipe and fittings such as T-base manholes, 
elbows, and reducers. Design drawings produced in 
3D CAD software (Autodesk Inventor) are uploaded 
to the water jet program, which transposes the data 
into the necessary code. This water jet machine is then 
run by a computer-controlled program to cut pipe to 
the appropriate dimensions. High working pressure — 
52,000 to 55,000 psi — when piercing and cutting the 
pipe reduces delamination of the composite material, 
Hobas said.  

versa-lok midwest
www.versa-lok-midwest.com

hobas pipe usa
www.hobaspipe.com 

06. Construction jobsite camera

TrueLook offers a 20-megapixel (20-MP) camera 
system to monitor construction jobsites for 
security, progress reporting, and compliance with 
larger, sharper images and improved digital zoom 
capabilities. According to the company, TrueLook’s 
20-MP camera is the first and only digital single-lens 
reflex camera on the market to come standard with 
live streaming video and 24/7 security recording, both 
at 1080p resolution. The cameras employ remote auto-
focus via the TrueLook interface, making it easier to 
gain sharp focus for the camera at the jobsite. 

truelook
www.truelook.com

07. Truss arch storage building

ClearSpan Fabric Structures’ Hybrid Building offers 
the option of steel or fabric sidewalls with ClearSpan’s 
Hercules Truss Arch frames. The fabric roofing 
is available in several colors, and its permeable 
properties make it extremely energy efficient, the 
company said. The fabric allows natural light to pass 
through, eliminating the need for artificial daytime 
lighting. Since there are no internal support posts, 
the building allows for maximum usable space. 
The buildings are available up to 160 feet wide and 
feature a 20-year warranty on the cover and a 50-year 
warranty on the frame.

clearspan fabric structures
www.clearspan.com 

10. Mass timber 
building fire 
testing

The American Wood Council, in partnership with the U.S. Forest Service’s Forest 
Products Laboratory, conducted five fire tests in a full-scale mass timber, multi-
story apartment building. The International Code Council Ad-hoc Committee on 
Tall Wood Buildings provided the five fire scenarios that were tested in each of the 
two one-bedroom apartments constructed using mass timber. The test scenarios 
included various arrangements of exposed and unexposed cross-laminated timber 
with open doors between living and sleeping areas. Additionally, automatic 
sprinkler systems effectiveness was evaluated. A General Technical Report FPL-
GTR-247 on the fire tests will be available from the Forest Products Laboratory 
in the near future.

american wood council
www.awc.org  
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HydroCAD Software Solutions LLC, Box 477, Chocorua, NH 03817 1-800-927-7246

Complete NRCS TR-20, TR-55, SBUH, & Rational hydrology,
plus hydraulics, pond design, chamber layout & much more!

ydroCADH
®

Stormwater Modeling

Try our Free HydroCAD Sampler at www.hydrocad.net

Preferred by the majority of
the top civil engineering firms
for its broad technical
capabilities and ease-of-use,
HydroCAD takes the TR-20
and TR-55 methodology to
the next level, with powerful
options for outlet devices,
pond storage , ra in fa l l
libraries, pumps, vortex
v a l v e s , u n d e r g r o u n d
chambers, CAD import, and
much, much, more.

HydroCAD is surprisingly affordable, with a unique pricing
structure that lets you expand your node capacity and user-
count as your needs grow. With the extensive Help system,
tutorials, web articles, self-study program, webinars, and
free email support you’ve got all the resources you need to
get the job done right and on-time.

SPECIFY

12. Container-based structures

SG Blocks, Inc., a designer and fabricator of container-based structures, is collaborating on a new 23,715-square-foot, 
three-story community Performing Arts and Enrichment Center in Los Angeles. Under the $5.1 million contract, SG 
Blocks has been engaged to design, build, and deliver the container-based school. According to the company, its code-
engineered cargo shipping containers exceed many standard building code requirements, and also support developers, 
architects, builders, and owners in achieving greener construction, faster execution, and stronger buildings of higher 
value. The company offers turnkey services along a continuum of completion levels.

sg blocks, inc.
www.sgblocks.com

11. Standard ASCE/SEI 7-16

American Society of Civil Engineers’ Minimum Design Loads and Associated Criteria for Buildings and Other 
Structures, Standards ASCE/SEI 7-16, which supersedes ASCE/SEI 7-10, describes the means for determining design 
loads including dead, live, soil, flood, tsunami, snow, rain, atmospheric ice, earthquake, wind, and fire, as well as 
how to assess load combinations. Significant changes in ASCE 7-16 include new seismic maps reflecting the updated 
National Seismic Hazard Maps; new wind speed maps, clarified special wind study zones, and separate Risk Category 
IV from Category III; new snow load maps incorporating regional snow data for areas that previously required site-
specific case study zones; updated rain duration provisions that align design requirements with International Plumbing 
Code provisions for drainage; a new chapter covering tsunami design provisions; and new appendix provisions for fire 
design. 

american society of civil engineers
www.asce.org
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Zweig Group released the 2017 Principals, Partners and Owners of 
Architectural, Engineering, Planning and Environmental Consulting 
Firms Survey. During the last 30 years, this publication has picked the 
brains of some of the industry’s top talent and gleaned interesting in-
sights from how they run their businesses to how they view the indus-
try today. As always, some interesting statistics were derived from the 
responses of the 150 principals, partners, and owners who contributed 
to the survey. Ninety-three percent of respondents were owners in their 
firm and more than half of them owned at least 25 percent of their firm. 
That is a considerable amount of ownership when you realize the aver-
age net service revenue of these firms was just over $9 million.

These are professionals who have devoted their life to the A/E industry 
and most certainly taken their licks along the way. In the 2014 Prin-
cipals, Partners and Owners Survey, only 4 percent of respondents 
thought there was any possibility that they could be laid off during the 
following year. This year, that number was up to 10 percent. Though 
the presidential election caused some uncertainty in the market, most 
respondents still felt that the next few years should continue to provide 
ample opportunities for growth. Eight percent of principals took a pay 
cut last year, with a median pay cut equal to 25 percent of their total 
compensation. Even in a strong market, some A/E firms are underper-
forming and feeling the squeeze.

Most principals (72 percent) were generally pleased with their careers 
and had met or exceeded their career goals. In fact, even more (81 per-
cent) would recommend the career path to a friend or family member; 
however, becoming an owner in a firm is not easy! Most owners must 
have 10 years of industry experience, be with their firm for five years, 
and have both a bachelor’s degree and professional licensure. And that 
is just the beginning. 

Nineteen percent of respondents said they had to purchase a mini-
mum amount of shares to become a principal. The median “minimum 
amount” of shares to be purchased was 2 percent (which could be a 
considerable sum of money!). Seventy-seven percent said they pur-
chased the maximum amount of stock available when they became a 
principal, with an average initial purchase of 35 percent of the firm’s 
outstanding stock.

The typical day of an owner is dominated (almost 40 percent of the day) 
by firm management activities. Most owners would like to pare that 
back to about 30 percent and use the remaining time mentoring staff 
and conducting business development. An interesting discrepancy was 
that principals in firms with a declining growth rate over three years 
were only spending 4 percent of their days on marketing and business 
development. These same owners thought they should be spending 
closer to 15 percent of their time on marketing and business devel-
opment. This is a large gap and represents the importance of proper 
marketing and business development initiatives at the ownership level. 
In comparison, owners in fast-growth firms are spending more than 20 
percent of their day on marketing and business development. 

The stress and long hours taken on by firm owners does not go unre-
warded, though. The average base salary of a firm owner was $150,000, 
which represents about 75 percent of their total compensation. The oth-
er 25 percent comes in some form of bonus or shareholder distribution. 
The average total compensation was $265,000. 

Being an owner in an A/E firm certainly has its perks, but it is also a 
job that comes with lots of additional challenges. To an extent, own-
ers are in charge of employees’ well-being, their family’s well-being, 
and exposed to the volatility of the market. But when it comes to job 
satisfaction, most owners cite that it is both financially and emotionally 
rewarding. 

The 2017 Principals, Partners and Owners of Architectural, Engineer-
ing, Planning and Environmental Consulting Firms Survey is available 
for purchase (print or digital version) at https://zweiggroup.com.  

By Will Swearingen

Insights from Principals, 
partners, and owners

WILL SWEARINGEN is director of Research. He can be contacted at                                
research@zweiggroup.com. 
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LOCATION: Kimpton Solamar
In San Diego’s emerging East Village, Kimpton Solamar Hotel o�ers 

an all-inclusive vibe with rich décor. Our regal-meets-vibrant, urban 
refuge provides modern comfort, a rooftop pool oasis, dazzling 

dining destinations, genuinely engaged service, plus a central 
location ideal for exploring some of the city’s latest dining trends 

and sizzling nightlife options.

DISCOUNTED LODGING AVAILABLE

The Principals Academy is Zweig 
Group’s �agship training program 
encompassing all aspects of managing a 
professional AEC service �rm. It’s the 
most impactful two days you can spend 
learning about principal leadership, 
�nancial management, recruiting, 
marketing, business development, and 
project management.

The two-day agenda covers several 
critical areas of business management 
from the unique perspective of 
architecture, engineering, and 
environmental consulting �rms, and is 
presented in tutorial and case study 
workshop sessions.

•    Business Planning
•    Marketing/Business Development
•    Accounting
•    Financial Management
•    Project Management
•    Leadership
•    Mergers & Acquisitions
•    Ownership Transition Planning
•    Recruitment and Retention

Attendees of The Principals Academy earn 12 PDH / 12 CEUs. 
Zweig Group seminars are eligible for Professional Development 
Hours credits and Continuing Education Units. All attendees 
receive a certi�cate of completion indicating the number of hours 
earned during each seminar.

Zweig Group is a registered provider with the 
American Institute of Architects.

SAN DIEGO  Oct 26-27
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Participate in the 2018 Valuation Survey 
to compare your firm’s value to similar firms
AND get $320.00 OFF any survey.

GET MORE FROM YOUR RECENT 
VALUATION PAPERWORK




